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PART I
INTRODUCTION

1.1
The Report of the Civil Justice Review1 recommended
that the Lord Chancellor should commission an enquiry into
the usefulness of the hearsay rule and the current machinery
for rendering hearsay admissible.
The Lord Chancellor
referred this matter to the Law Commission in October 1989.
O u r terms of reference are
"to consider the law of England and Wales relating to
the admissibility of hearsay evidence in civil
proceedings, and to advise
(a) whether the rule against hearsay (as modified
by the Civil Evidence Acts) should be retained in
whole o r in part:
(b) whether or not it is retained, whether any,
and if so what, procedures are required in
circumstances where the evidence sought to be
adduced is of a hearsay nature:
(c) whether the rule should be applied differently
in d i f f e r i n g t y p e s of p r o c e e d i n g s or
circumstances."
1.2
Our enquiry is, accordingly, limited to an
investigation of the operation of the rule in civil
proceedings. We do not consider the application of the rule
i n criminal proceedings.
Its operation in civil
proceedings, where much hearsay evidence is now admissible,
is governed by substantially different rules from those
governing criminal proceedings and we do not think that

June 1988, Cmnd. 394, recommendation 26.

1

developments in the civil law have any implications for the
criminal law.2
1.3
The Civil Justice Review referred to criticisms of
the hearsay rule which had been made by, in particular, the
judiciary.
“Some respondents to consultation, including Chancery
judges, considered that the hearsay rule itself could
usefully be abolished but that the court would have to
b e given express power t o exclude evidence of a
superfluous nature.
Others, including some High Court
judges, considered that the hearsay rule itself should
be retained as a reflection of the ‘best evidence’ rule.
They would, however, be prepared to support a review of
the Civil Evidence Act 1968 and R.S.C. Order 38, which
relate to the same matter. “3
1.4
The recommendations of the Review are progressively
being implemented, both by primary legislation4 and, in
respect of procedural recommendations, by reform of rules of
court.
In view of the links between rules of civil
procedure and rules of evidence, it is timely to consider
how effectively the hearsay rule serves the civil courts.

1.5
The need to make rules of evidence as clear,
relevant and fair as possible is particularly important in
view of the intention to allocate many more trials to county

2.

3.

Law Reform Committee 13th Report, Hearsay Evidence in
Civil Proceedings, (1966), Cmnd. 2964; see below, paras.
3.19-21.

w.,
para. 268.
In fact the Chancery judges in
supporting the abolition of t h p hearsay rule and
recommending an express power t o exclude evidence
referred only to the fact that without such power the
court would have to listen unnecessarily to anecdotal
evidence which would give rise to delay and cost.
Memorandum from the Judges of the Chancery Division,
para. 6.14 (unpublished).

4.

Courts and Legal Services Act 1990.

2

courts and t o keep the High Court for cases of unusual
complexity and significance. Criticisms of the hearsay rule
made by the judiciary in response to the Civil Justice
Review's Consultation Papers suggest that the rule may not
always be strictly observed in practice if it impedes the
proper trial of a case. An example is the treatment of out
of court statements made by children in cases where abuse is
alleged, the inadmissibility of which was demonstrated by
E v.
:
v. K (Minor) (Child Abuse:
the decision in
Evidence).5
This prompted the creation of a new statutory
exception to legitimise a practice which had been adopted by
courts.6
1.6
The hearsay rule in civil proceedings was abolished
in Scotland by the Civil Evidence (Scotland) Act 1988 ("the
1988 Act"), which came into force on 3 April 1989, and the
Law Reform Advisory Committee for Northern Ireland has
recently published a Discussion Paper provisionally
recommending r e f ~ r m . Reform
~
of the hearsay rule is a topic
of current concern in many other common law jurisdictions
(often in the context of a revision of all the rules of
evidence).
Over the 6ast fifteen years the question of
reform of the hearsay rule has been argued in Canada,
Australia, New Zealand and the Republic of Ireland, In many
of these countries the debate is still continuing. In the
USA, at the Federal level, the law of evidence has been
codified and this code or modified versions of it has been
adopted in many States.

5-

[1990] Fam. 86 (C.A.):

See below, para 2.62.

6.

Children Act 1989, s.96; Children (Admissibility of
Hearsay Evidence) Order 1990, S.I. 1990, No. 143 (the
"1990 Order" )

.

7-

Hearsay Evidence in Civil Proceedings, (1990) Discussion
Paper No. 1.
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Arrangement of the Paper
1.7
Part 11 of this paper examines the present law.
Part I11 considers the case for reform, commenting both on
the principles underlying the mistrust of hearsay evidence
and the application in practice of the rule in different
courts and different proceedings. Part IV illustrates two
basic options for reform which w e put forward f o r
consideration and considers the range of safeguards which
are potentially available to prevent abuse of the power to
adduce hearsay evidence.
Our preliminary conclusions are
set out in Part V together with a summary of the questions
which we would particularly wish consultees to address. We
include in an Appendix an outline comparison with the manner
in which reform of the hearsay rule has been, or is being,
considered in other jurisdictions.
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PART I1
THE PRESENT LAW

A

Hearsay at Common Law

2.1
Hearsay, in general terms, prevents one person
testifying to the truth of what he has been told by another
person. The rule and the exceptions developed together as
new exceptions were defined by courts, and in the nineteenth
century the first, piecemeal, statutory exceptions were
created. Further common law refinement of exceptions to the
rule was halted by the case of Myers v. Director of Public
Prosecutions1 when Lord Reid said

"The only satisfactory solution [to the need to create
new exceptions to the rule] is by legislation following
on a wide survey of the whole field, and I think that
such a survey is long overdue. A policy of make do and
mend is no longer adequate."

2.2
Since Myers, although the rule has been sidestepped
by a number of devices,2 reform of the hearsay rule has
been statutory, most notably in the present context by the
Civil Evidence Act 1968 ("the 1968 Act"). We describe in
this Part the history of the rule, both common law and
statutory, and the close relationship between hearsay and
other rules of evidence.

l-

[1965] A.C.

2-

A.

1001, 1022.

Ashworth and R. Pattenden, "Reliability, Hearsay
Evidence and the English' Criminal Trial", (1986) 102
L.Q.R. 292: A.A.S Zuckerman, The Principles of Criminal
Evidence, (1989) p. 187.

5

The Development of the Rule
2.3

Lord Reid's speech in Myers v. Director of Public

Prosecutions provides an illuminating comment on the pattern
of development of the rule at common law. He said,3
"Many reasons for the rule have been put forward, but we
do riot know which of them directly influenced the judges
who established the rule. The rule has never been
absolute. By the nineteenth century many exceptions had
become well established, but again in most cases we do
n o t know how or when t h e e x c e p t i o n c a m e t o be
recognised. It does seem, however, that in many cases
there was no justification either in principle or logic
for carrying the exception just so far and no farther.
One might hazard a surmise that when the rule proved
highly inconvenient in a particular kind of case it was
relaxed just sufficiently far to meet that case, and
without regard to any question of principle."

2.4
Prior to the beginning of the seventeenth century
there was no rule against hearsay evidence.
Jurors were
expected to enquire into the facts of the case before the
day of trial and were selected for their local knowledge.
It was only when the system for bringing witnesses to court,
rather than sending the jurors out to enquire and find out
the facts, came into being that considerations as to what a
w i t n e s s should or s h o u l d not b e allowed t o r e l a t e
developed.

2.5
Awareness of the need for good and sufficient
witnesses began to throw doubt on the propriety of depending
on extra-judicial assertions, either alone or as confirming

3-

Cl9651 A.C. 1001, 1020.

4.

J.H. Wigmore, "The History of the Hearsay Rule", (1904)
17 Harv. L.R. 437.

6

other testimony given in court.5 Although no precise date
can be given, Wigmore is of the view that between 1675 and
1690 the doctrine was fixed and by the early 1700’s the
reason for the doctrine was being given as the lack of
opportunity o f c r o s s - e ~ a m i n a t i o n . ~ T h e focus o n
cross-examination may have led to the view that the rule
arose because of the adversarial system7 rather than because
\
of the changing function of jurors vis a vis witnesses.

The Ambit of the Rule
(i)

Formulation of the common law rule

2.6
Various formulations of hearsay have been debated.
Cross’s formulation is that
“an assertion other than one made by a person while
giving oral evidence in the proceedings is inadmissible
as evidence of any fact asserted”.
This formulation covers not only the exclusion of assertions
by persons who do not give evidence at the trial (which is
hearsay in the strict sense of the term), but also the
exclusion of previous statements by persons who do give
evidence at the trial.1°
Assertions may be made orally,

5-

Wigmore, ibid. p. 443.

6 - Wigmore,

g.,
pp. 445,

448.

7 - Professor E.M. Morgan, Foreword to the Model Code of
Evidence, American Law Institute, (1942) p. 36.
8-

Cross on Evidence, (7th ed., 1990) (ea. Tapper) pp.
42-43; Phipson on Evidence, (14th ed., 1990) para.
21-02; J. Stephen, Digest of the Law of Evidence, art.
15.

9-

C r o s s , op.cit., p. 42.

lo. The latter are discussed below, at paras. 2.71-73.
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in writing or by conduct.
If made for the purpose of
proving a fact, the assertion is caught by the common law
rule and rendered inadmissible unless one of the recognised
exceptions applies.

2.7
The applicability of the rule to assertions made
orally or in writing is easy to see. A is not allowed to
give evidence in court of what E told him or what he saw in
a document if the purpose is to assert the truth of what was
heard or read. There is also general agreement that the
rule covers conduct which is assertive of a fact in issue.
For example, in the case of Chandrasekera v. %,l1 the dying
victim's signs to witnesses, in response to the question of
who had attacked her, were said to be assertive of the
identity of her attacker and would have been inadmissible
hearsay but for a statutory provision under a Ceylon
Ordinance which rendered such evidence admissible.

2.0
There is considerably less certainty amongst
commentators and in case law as to the extent to which
conduct which appears to evince a belief in a state of
affairs, rather than being explicit (in the way shown in the
Chandrasekera case), is or ought to be regarded as hearsay
and thus inadmissible. Although a nod of the head in
response to a question may be agreed by all to be an
assertion, there are many situations in which conduct may be
implied by a person perceiving it to be assertive whether or
not the person whose conduct is being interpreted intended
to imply anything.

0

2.9
It is in relation to implied assertions that lack
of clarity as to the scope of the hearsay rule is most
apparent.12
The most famous case concerning implied
assertions is Wright v. Doe d. Tatham.13
In that case
correspondence which had been sent to the deceased by third
parties (who had since died) was adduced in evidence as
being relevant to the issue of the deceased's competence to
make a valid will. It was held that the correspondence ought
to have been excluded because the writing of the letters
constituted implied assertions of a hearsay nature by the
third parties of the deceased's testamentary capacity.
Despite detailed analysis of the issues, the court did not
make clear its reasons for extending the ambit of the
hearsay rule to implied assertions.
The picture is
complicated by the fact that another ground (the rule
against opinion evidence) might also have rendered the
evidence inadmissible but was not considered by the court.

2.10
The issue whether all implied assertions are
hearsay has not been resolved by the 1968 Act.
It is
generally accepted that section 2(1) of the 1968 Act, which
covers "statements" made, "whether orally or in a document
or otherwise" covers conduct, but there is still debate as
to whether an implied assertion comes within the definition
of "statement" in section l O ( 1 ) of the Act which "includes
any representation of fact, whether made in words or
otherwise".l4

M. Weinberg, "Implied Assertions and the Scope of the
Hearsay Rule", (1973), 9 Melbourne Univ. L . R . 268, 269.
l3- (1837) 7 Ad.& E. 313: 112 E . R .

488.

The proper definition of "statement" for the purposes of
the hearsay rule has been debated in some detail, in S.
Guest, "Hearsay Revisited" ( 1988) 42 Current Legal
Problems 33, and C. Tapper, "Hillman Rediscovered and
Lord St Leonards Resurrected" (1990) 106 LQR 441.

9

2.11
Several different approaches have been identified
\
in the way implied assertions ought to be regarded vis a vis
the h e a r s a y rule.l5
S o m e have treated all implied
assertions as hearsay and inadmissible to the same degree. l6
Others have regarded implied assertions as not being
hearsay, and thus not excluded by the rule.
For example,
the ( U . S . ) Federal Code of Evidence formulates the hearsay
rule in such a way as to appear to exclude all implied
assertions from the ambit of the hearsay rule.
Cross
distinguished between conduct and statements, supporting the
view that non-assertive statements are hearsay but not
non-assertive conduct. More recently, Guest has proposed a
definition of "assertion" which emphasises that the rule is
only meant to cover assertions expressed in ways whereby
meaning is apparent by virtue of publicly understandable
conventions of meaning.17
Tapper, on the other hand, has
suggested that the dividing line is to be drawn by reference
to whether or not there was an intention to assert.18

(ii) Exceptions to the rule
2.12
It has been said19 that most of the common law
exceptions to the hearsay rule arose from considerations of
necessity or the presence of some factor in the evidence
which increased its probability of trustworthiness, and
which outweighed the dangers of ambiguity, insincerity,
faulty perception and erroneous memory t o which all

M. Weinberg,
16- R.W.

ibid

at p. 268, 285.

Baker, The Hearsay Rule, (1950). p. 6.

17- S. Guest, op cit.
Cross, op. cit p. 517.
19- Wigmore on Evidence. (3rd ed., 1940) para. 1420.
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evidence, but particularly evidence which could not be
tested by cross-examination, was liable. The exceptions can
be described by reference to several general categories,
though it is clear that the scope of each of the exceptions
as recognised at common law is circumscribed by many
qualifications and some conditions. The exceptions listed
under the codification of the hearsay rule in the U . S .
Federal Code of Evidence provides a picture of the number
and variety of the exceptions which had been recognised at
common law.20

2.13

In broad terms, t h e exceptions cover certain

statements of deceased persons, namely declarations against
interest, declarations in the course of duty, declarations
as to public or general rights, pedigree declarations, dying
declarations and statements by testators concerning the
contents of their wills. Statements in public documents are
generally admissible evidence of the truth of their
contents. 21 Admissions and voluntary confessions adverse to
the maker's case are received as proof of the truth of their
contents. 22
Testimony o n former occasions, previous
statements of witnesses, evidence through interpreters,
evidence of age, ancient documents and reputation have all,
in some circumstances, been recognised as justifying common
law exceptions t o the hearsay rule.

2.14
The recognition of exceptions to the hearsay rule
has been described as the contribution of the common law to

~~

20* See below, Appendix, paras. 6.06-6.10.
21- Wilton & Co. v. Philips (1903) 19 T.L.R. 390.

22. McKewen v. Cotching (1857) 27 L.J.Ex.
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41, 6 W.R.

16.

the reform of the rule.23 Reform through case law has been
seen as preventing rigid application in situations where it
would be especially difficult to adduce other evidence and
where there are factors in the evidence which enhance its
circumstantial probability of trustworthiness.

B

The First Statutory Exceptions

2.15
The first statutory developments governing the
admissibility of certain forms of records arose in a similar
way to the creation of new common law exceptions, in that
they were a response to considerations of necessity and the
generally acknowledged reliability of certain documentary
evidence.
They were piecemeal reforms concerned with such
matters as particular forms of proof of documents or
convictions and statutory certificates or declarations of
certain facts: Births and Deaths Registration Acts of 1936,
1874, 1953, Marriage Act 1949. Registers of births, deaths
and marriages became admissible evidence which could be
proved by certificate. The Evidence Acts of 1845 and 1851
made provision for the use of certified copies, and the
Bankers' Books Evidence Act 1879 provided that any entry in
a banker's book would be regarded as prima facie evidence of
such entry. The Inheritance (Family Provision) Act 1938 made
provision as to admissibility o f evidence of a testator's
intentions. These provisions have survived the more recent
legislation on hearsay.

C

Evidence Act 1938

2.16
The Evidence Act 1938, ("the 1938 Act") which still
applies in civil proceedings in the magistrates' courts, was

23. Cross, op. cit., p. 534.

12

the first statutory intervention in reform of the hearsay
rule to go beyond providing new exceptions for specific
categories of documents.
Although it deals with wider
categories of documentation and records, it applies only to
documents. Oral hearsay was left to the common law rules.
It has been argued that it only covers statements which tend
to establish facts, and not to statements of opinion,24
though there are dicta in Dass v. Masih25 that the Act does
extend to opinion evidence. The 1938 Act retains the aspect
o f the best evidence rule which requires original
documentation, though it also provides a discretion to admit
secondary evidence.26 The utility of the 1938 Act was
limited by the restrictive conditions which it imposed, but
it contained elements which were subsequently adopted and
developed in the 1968 Act, most notably, the grounds of
unavailability excusing the need for a hearsay declarant to
attend court and the guidance as to the weight to be
attached to hearsay statements.

Myers v. D.P.P.

D

2.17
A s mentioned earlier, the creation of new common
law exceptions to the hearsay rule was brought to a halt by
the decision in Myers v. D.P.P.
This case concerned
criminal proceedings relating to stolen cars.
It was
alleged that identifying serial numbers marked on the cars
at the time of manufacture were altered by the defendants
when they stole the cars. The prosecution put in as evidence

24- Law Reform Committee, 13th Report, at para. 13: R.
Urich, "Reform of the Law of Hearsay", (1974) Anglo-Am.
L.R. 184, 191.
2 5 - [1968] 1 W.L.R. 756, 761C-G, per Lord Denning M.R., and
765C-766G p e r Salmon L. J., . (C.A. )

26

-

.

.

Section 2( 1 ) (b)

13

of the true origin of the cars records of the serial numbers
noted at the time of manufacture by employees. The House of
Lords held that the records were inadmissible hearsay as
they did not come within any recognised exception relating
to records, though, as other evidence supported the
conviction, it was upheld.
The court heard detailed
argument as to the origins and development of the rule. In
giving their opinion their Lordships were unanimous in their
criticism of the state of the law but a majority were of the
view that further judicial development of new exceptions to
the rule could not continue.27

E

Criminal Evidence

A c t 1965

2.18
Parliament responded swiftly, enacting the Criminal
Evidence Act 1965 which applied to criminal proceedings the
business record provisions contained in the 1938 Act and
thereby addressed the particular problem that had faced the
court in Myers.
The 1965 Act liberalised the rules
governing criminal proceedings in a number of respects.28
It eliminated the disqualification of information provided
by an "interested person". It deleted the requirement for
continuous records and the information no longer had to have
been supplied to the person making the record directly by
someone with personal knowledge of the facts recorded. It
also removed the authentication requirements, adopted a
wider definition of records and provided for situations in
which the original declarant was available but had no
recollection of the facts. All these were matters which
were subsequently incorporated in the 1968 Act.

27* Myers v.

[1965] A.C. 1001, 1022, per Lord Reid.

28. Cross on Evidence (3rd ed., 1967), p. 493.
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F

Civil Evidence Act 1968

2.19
The 1968 Act, which governs the admissibility of
hearsay evidence in most civil proceedings, made all
first-hand hearsay and much second-hand documentary hearsay
admissible provided certain conditions were satisfied. It
gave effect to the recommendations of the Law Reform
Committee (hereinafter called "the Committee"), 13th Report,
"Hearsay Evidence in Civil Proceedings".29
Section 1( 1 )
provides,
"In any civil proceedings a statement other than one
made by a person while giving oral evidence in those
proceedings shall be admissible as evidence of any fact
stated therein to the extent that it is so admissible by
virtue of any provision of this Part of this Act or by
virtue of any other statutory provision or by agreement
of the parties, but not otherwise."

2.20
It is generally accepted that the words "but not
otherwise" in section l(1) were intended to emphasise that
the Act superseded both the common law rule and the common
law exceptions to it. The exceptions which the Law Reform
Committee recommended ought to be retained were re-enacted
in the Act by operation of section 9, and are considered in
further detail below.3O

2.21
Cross.

The width of the Act has been commented on by
It is stated that31

"The student should now be able to see that, rather than
creating a huge exception to it, the Civil Evidence Act
29. op. cit.
30- See below, paras. 2.50-55.
31- (7th ed., 1990), at p. 543.
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1968 may be said to have abolished the rule against
hearsay as hitherto known in civil cases. An accurate
statement of the rule in relation to proceedings to
which the Act applies would have to be in terms of a
general ban on second-hand hearsay statements subject to
important exceptions".
Hearsay is not defined in the Act, but it is
described in a formulation which closely reflects the one
adopted by Cr0ss.3~ It regulates any evidence which has the
characteristics described by section 1(1), regardless of
whether or not the evidence is also covered under the
heading of another rule of evidence.

(i) Consent
2.22

Section 1 of the 1968 Act retains the common law

position that hearsay evidence may be used where the parties
agree. Hearsay evidence adduced by agreement accounts for a
high proportion of the hearsay evidence heard in civil
proceedings. This may be express or implied by the failure
to take objection, for instance, in relation to the hearsay
aspects of a document which is before the court.
Where
there i s consent there is no need to comply with the
notification procedures and other safeguarding provisions of
the 1968 Act. The parties are assumed to be aware of what
they have agreed to.
In practice therefore it is only
necessary to consider the 1968 Act where there is an
objection to the hearsay evidence.

(ii) Admissibility of statements
2.23
Sections 2, 4 and 5 of the Act identify the
statements made admissible by the Act.

32. (7th ed., 1990) p.42.
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2.24

Section 2( 1) provides that,

"In any civil proceedings a statement made, whether
orally or in a document or otherwise, by any person,
whether called as a witness in those proceedings or not,
shall, subject to this section and to rules of court, be
admissible as evidence of any fact stated therein of
which direct oral evidence by him would be admissible."

2.25
This subsection appears to be very wide. However,
where the statement is oral or in some other non-documentary
form, section 2(3) effectively restricts section 2(1) to
first-hand hearsay. Section 2(3) provides,
"Where in any civil proceedings a statement which was
made otherwise than in a document is admissible by
virtue of this section, no evidence other than direct
oral evidence by the person who made the statement or
any person who heard or otherwise perceived it being
made shall be admissible f o r the purpose of proving
it..

."

2.26
Section 2(3) does not expressly state what is the
position regarding documentary hearsay, but it has been
interpreted33 as carrying the implication that multiple
hearsay is admissible if the evidence is adduced in
documentary form and otherwise complies with the terms of
the Act. The provisions relating to rules of court, which
are similar for statements admitted under sections 2, 4 and
5 are discussed together, below, at paragraphs 2.36-2.43.

(iii)

Previous statements of witnesses who give evidence
at trial

2.27

The policy underlying the admissibility of previous

33- Cross, (7th ed., 1990) p. 542.
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statements, whether consistent or inconsistent, of witnesses
who give evidence at the trial was closely analysed by the
Committee. It intended to preserve the circumstances where
at common law such statements were admissible: for example,
previous inconsistent statements which discredited the

or previous consistent statements to rebut a
suggestion of recent fabrication, or arising out of the use

witness,

of documents to refresh a witness's memory.

2.28
The majority, whose view was implemented in the
1968 Act, were of the view that there should be a new power
to admit all previous statements, whether consistent or
inconsistent, as evidence of the facts they contained. For
this reason, the formulation of hearsay adopted in section
l(1) of the 1968 Act was cast in such a way as to cover
previous statements by witnesses who give evidence at the
trial as well as statements by persons who do not give
evidence at the trial.
The Committee took account of the
particular fear that use of previous consistent statements
would encourage superfluous evidence by providing that this
extension of admissibility should be subject t o the
discretion of the court, and a requirement of leave was
included. 34

Section 2 ( 2 ) , accordingly, provides that where

the maker of the previous statement is to be called as a
witness his previous statement cannot be given without the

34. Section 3(l)(b) preserves the common law position that
previous consistent statements are to be admitted as of
right only for the purposes of rebutting a suggestion of
recent fabrication by the witness: Fox v. E 119603 1
WLR 1017, 1025.
In other circumstances, however, even
if the witness's testimony is attacked in
cross-examination, evidence of previous consistent
statements may not be admitted:
Phipson, op. cit.,
paras. 12-55 and 12-60.
Section 3(2) preserves the
position in relation to refreshing the witness's memory.
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leave of the court, and must generally not be given before
the conclusion of the maker’s examination in chief.

2.29
The 1968 Act did not retain the special rules which
at common law had prevented the statements of particular
persons from being adduced in evidence. It put an end to
the common law position that an out of court statement, such
as an informal admission of a co-defendant, was inadmissible
a s proof o f facts relevant t o a co-defendant (or
co-plaintiff, as the case may be). Similarly, statements by
the servants or agents of a party, which could not at common
law be proved if they were adverse to the party’s interest,
became admissible under the Act.

( iv)

Records

2.30
Section 4 governs the admissibility of records.
Section 4 ( 1) provides,

“Without prejudice to section 5 of this Act [computer
records], in any civil proceedings a statement contained
in a document shall, subject to this section and to
rules of court, be admissible as evidence of any fact
stated therein of which direct oral evidence would be
admissible, if the document is, or forms part of, a
record compiled by a person acting under a duty from
information which was supplied by a person (whether
acting under a duty or not) who had, or may reasonably
be supposed to have had, personal knowledge of the
matters dealt with in that information and which, if not
supplied by that person to the compiler of the record
directly, was supplied by him to the compiler of the
record indirectly through one or more intermediaries
each acting under a duty.”

2.31
The section thus allows the admission of both first
hand and (where expressly provided for under the Act)
multiple hearsay and goes beyond matters which would be
admissible under section 2 .
The Act, continuing the
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approach taken by the Criminal Evidence Act 1965, did not
retain the requirement for a continuous record.
Similar
conditions are applied to those imposed in relation to
section 2, and similar procedural safeguards provided by
rules of court.

2.32
The ways in which the provisions concerning records
in the 1968 Act have been criticised are discussed in Part
111.35

(v) Computerised records
2.33
Section 5 enables a statement contained in a
document produced by a computer to be admissible as evidence
of any fact of which direct oral evidence would be
admissible, if certain conditions are met in relation to the
statement and the computer which generated it.

2.34
These conditions, set out in section 5(2) are
elaborate. They require regular use of the computer over the
period in question, regular supply of information to the
computer, proof that the computer was operating properly in
all such ways as could affect the accuracy and production of
the statement, and that the information supplied to the
computer was derived from information provided in the
ordinary course of its use. Although these provisions are
detailed they do not refer to the relevance of the
likelihood of mistake in the manual inputting of information
on to the computer, or errors in the software.
Further
discussion of these provisions is contained in Part 111.36

35- See below, paras. 3.56-3.60.
36- See below, paras. 3.61-3.69.
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(vi ) Procedural requirements
2.35
Although described categories of hearsay statements
are admissible, the Act does not make them unconditionally
admissible.
Sections 2, 4 and 5 of the Act all require
compliance with rules of court.
We illustrate the scheme
of the rules of court made under section 8 of the 1968 Act,
by reference primarily to the County Court Rules, given that
these are the rules which govern a high percentage of all
contested civil proceedings, but also to the Rules of the
Supreme Court.

C.C.R.

Order 20 and R.S.C.

Order 38

2.36
The rules made under the power referred to are
contained in C.C.R. Order 20, rules 14-24 and R.S.C. Order

38, rules 20-32.
In outline the procedure is as follows.
If a party wishes to adduce a hearsay statement37 he must
serve notice on all other parties of his desire to do s0.38
In the County Court the notice must be served not less than
14 days before the date fixed for trial whereas in the High
Court the notice must be served within 21 days after setting
down for trial.
If it is non-documentary hearsay, the
adducer must give particulars of the maker of the statement
and the substance of the statement or words used and the
time when it was made. If it is documentary, it must be
accompanied by a copy of the document. If the adducer claims
t h a t the m a k e r cannot o r should not because of his
unavailability be called, he must give his reasons.

37- The term 'hearsay statement' is used in this paper to
cover any form of hearsay evidence rendered admissible
under the 1968 Act.
38- C.C.R. 0.20, r.14: R.S.C.

0. 38, r.21.
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2.37

Where the statement is a record, the adducer must

give particulars of the compiler, the original supplier, the
chain through which the information passed and the time,
place and circumstances of the compiling of the record.39
Where t h e record is a computer record, a copy of the
document and particulars of the persons responsible for
managing the computer operations, for supply of the
information to the computer and for the operation of the
computer must be provided. It must be stated that the
computer was operating properly at the time in question and
reasons must be given for any claim that a person referred
to cannot be called. 40

2.38
R.S.C. Order 38, rule 25 (which applies to both
High Court and county courts) lists the reasons for not
c a l l i n g a person a s a witness on t h e g r o u n d s of
unavailability.
These, which are taken from section
8(2)(b), are that the person in question is (a) dead, (b)
beyond the seas, (c) physically or mentally unfit to attend
as a witness, ( d ) cannot with reasonable diligence be
identified or found or, (e) cannot reasonably be expected to
have any recollection of matters relevant to the accuracy of
the statement.

2.39

If the opposing party requires the maker of the

hearsay statement t o be called, he must s e r v e a
counter-notice within 7 days after receipt of the n 0 t i ~ e . l ~

39. R.S.C. 0.38, r.23, which applies to both High Court and
county courts.
40- R.S.C. 0.38, r.24, which applies to both High Court and
county courts.
41. C.C.R. 0.20, r.17: R.S.C. 0.38, r.26 under which the
party has 21 days to serve his counter-notice.
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If the adducer has cited one of the reasons specified in
rule 25, the other side cannot serve a counter-notice unless
he contests that reason. If the adducer fails to produce the
m a k e r of t h e hearsay s t a t e m e n t , having received a
counter-notice, he has no right to use it as evidence.42
The court can determine any issue as to availability for the
purpose of r u l e 25 before t h e
and may give
directions as to the proper manner of adducing statements
made in previous proceedings.44

2.40
However, the rules give the court a residual
discretion to allow a hearsay statement which is admissible
u n d e r the 1 9 6 8 Act to be given in evidence despite
non-compliance with the rules or where refusal might
otherwise compel one side to call an opposing party.45

2.41

If a party wishes to impeach the credibility of the

maker of a hearsay statement, he is required to serve a
counter-notice requiring his attendance (unless the maker is
unavailable under rule 25).46 If the other side intends to
give evidence as to a previous inconsistent statement by the
maker of the hearsay statement, he must serve notice of that
intention, though the court is given a discretion to admit
despite non-compliance.47

42- C . C . R .

0.20, r.l7(4); R . S . C .

43- C . C . R .

0.20, r.18: R . S . C .

0.38, r.27.

44- C . C . R .

0.20, r.19: R . S . C .

0.38. r.28.

45- C.C.R.

0.20, r.20; R.S.C.

0.38. r.29.

46- C.C.R.

0.20, r.21: R . S . C .

0.38, r.30.

47- C.C.R.

0.20, r.22: R . S . C .

0.38, r.31.
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0.38, r.26(4).

2.42
The court has a discretion to disallow or award
costs against a party who unreasonably insists on the
attendance of the maker of the hearsay statement.48

2.43
C.C.R. Order 20, rules 25-28 and R.S.C. Order 38,
rules 34-38 cover the procedural matters relevant to the
adducing of expert and opinion evidence.
Where it is
asserted that the maker of a statement of expert evidence
cannot o r should not be called, the rules relevant to
hearsay statements are also applied.

(vii) Judicial discretion

2.44
The introduction of judicial discretion to admit
hearsay statements which are admissible under the Act
notwithstanding non-compliance with the notice provisions of
the 1968 Act was recognised by the Committee, which
recommended it, as a considerable novelty. The Committee
referred to the types of situation in which it recognised
the need for discretion, but at the same time registered
concern at the possible consequences of allowing judges too
much freedom in determining whether or not to apply the
rules of evidence.

2.45
Section 8(3)(a) conferred a rule making power49
to give the court a discretion to admit hearsay statements
despite non-compliance with the notice requirements, and to
give directions concerning certain statements which have
previously been given in other legal proceedings. However,

48. C.C.R.

0.20, r.23; R.S.C. 0.38, r.32.

49. Exercised in R.S.C. 0.38, r.29 and C.C.R. 0.20. r.20.
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the Committee's concerns are reflected in section 8(3)(a)
which directs that there is to be no residual discretion in
the rules to exclude statements where the requirements of
the Act have been complied with.

2.46
The discretion t o dispense with the notice
requirements has been exercised in various situations.
Courts have admitted hearsay statements where notification
was served after the expiry of the prescribed time limit,50
or where notification was altogether omitted.51
On the
other hand courts have refused to admit such statements
which if admitted would have caused the other party genuine
difficulty because of their substantial length52 or where
the party seeking to adduce the statements has deliberately
failed to serve the notices in order to surprise the other
side.53 In Morris v. Stratford-on-Avon RDC,54 it was stated
that courts would view a failure to comply with the
notification procedures unfavourably.
In other
circumstances an adjournment may be granted where the
procedures have not been duly complied with.55

50- Rover International Ltd. v. Cannon Film Sales Ltd.
[1987] 1 W.L.R. 1597 (Ch.D.)

51- Morris v. Stratford-on-Avon RDC. Cl9731 1 W.L.R.
(C.A.).

1059

5 2 - Rover International Ltd v. Cannon Film Studios Ltd.
Cl9871 1 W.L.R. 1597.
53-

Ford

v. Lewis [1971] 1 W.L.R.

623 (C.A).

54- Cl9731 1 W.L.R. 1059, 1065 A-B, per Megaw L.J. (C.A. ).
5 5 - Minnesota Mining and Manufacturing Co. v. Johnson and
Johnson Co. Cl9771 F.S.R. 210.
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(viii) Guidance as to weight
2.47
Section 6(3) of the 1968 Act, like the 1938 Act,
provides some guidance as to the weight to be accorded to
hearsay evidence. Courts are required to have regard
"to all the circumstances from which any inference can
reasonably be drawn as to the accuracy or otherwise of
the statement and in particular
whether or not the
statement was made contemporaneously with the occurrence
or existence of the facts stated, and to the question
whether or not the maker of the statement had any
incentive to conceal or misrepresent the facts".

....

2.48

Also, where information is supplied in relation to

records, regard has to be paid to whether the first supplier
of the information did so contemporaneously and whether
anyone in the chain leading to the compiling of the record
had any incentive to conceal or misrepresent the facts.

(ix) Impeaching credibility
2.49
Section 7 of the 1968 Act deals with the problem of
raising as an issue in proceedings the credibility of a
maker of a statement who does not attend and give evidence,
(whether because of his unavailability or because the
content of his statement has not been challenged).

Section

7 admits any evidence which, if the maker of the hearsay
statement had been called, would have been admissible for
the purpose of destroying or supporting his credibility as a
witness. The intention was to ensure that use of hearsay
statements would not prevent evidence relevant t o the
possible bias or interest of the maker of hearsay statements
being adduced.
Rules of court were made with the aim of
ensuring that this power was not abused, for example, by the
opposing party not challenging a hearsay notice but seeking
to adduce damaging evidence as to the maker I s credibility,
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which because he has not been called, he does not have the
opportunity to refute. 56

(x) Retained common law exceptions
2.50
Reference has been made57 to t h e common law
exceptions to the hearsay rule.
To a large extent the need
for exceptions was removed by the provisions contained in
the 1968 Act for the conditional admissibility of first-hand
and some second-hand hearsay. But the Committee recognised
that certain common law (and statutory) exceptions, which
either already incorporated safeguards of the sort to be
provided by the recommended reform, or which by their nature
would be unduly hampered by the reform requirements of the
Act, 58 needed to be maintained. The statutory exceptions
include those which have been referred to at paragraph 2.15
above.

2.51
Section 9 differentiates between two categories of
exceptions: those (described in section 9 ( 2 ) ) to which none
of the provisions of the Act as regards notice and the other
constraints applies and a second category (described in
section 9(4)) which were to be monitored by procedural
safeguards.

2.52
The Act does not seek to affect the rules of law
concerning the admissibility of admissions adverse to
interest nor to alter the manner of their admission.

56- C.C.R.

0.20, r.21; R . S . C .

0.38, r.30.

57- See above, paras. 2.12-14.
58- 13th Report, paras. 42 and 43.
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B

The

Committee5’ considered it inappropriate that the
requirements of notice should be imposed on admissions.
This avoids imposing an additional hurdle hampering a party
from adducing an admission made in an informal way but which
the other side may not wish to accept was made and enables
multiple hearsay as well as first hand hearsay evidence of
the giving of the admission to be adduced.

2.53
The other categories which, by section 9(1), are
not subjected to the provisions of the Act relate to
published works on matters of a public nature and public
documents where the probability of reliability and the fact
that the information is publicly available are seen as
justifying the non-application of the procedures under the
Act.

2.54
Section 9(3) deals with the common law exceptions
which were to be maintained, but where the manner of
admission of the evidence (e.g. as to prior notice) was to
be regulated by the provisions of the Act wherever possible.
Into this category come exceptions of the type described in
section 9(4); evidence of reputation, questions of pedigree
or the existence of a marriage or evidence of reputation or
family tradition relevant to the existence of any public or
general right or identifying any person or thing.

2.55
It is saiddo that the Act formally converts the
retained common law exceptions into statutory provisions by
making them admissible by virtue of section 9(1), and that

59- 13th Report, para. 29.
60- Cross, (7th ed., 1990). p. 560.
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courts have erred in continuing to refer to admitting
evidence under the common law exceptions. 61
However,
although describing the common law exceptions which it
preserves, the Act explicitly provides that the description
of those rules of law is not to be construed as altering the
rules in any way (section 9(6)) and it may be appropriate
f o r courts t o continue t o consider the common law
exceptions. Given the continued relevance of the preserved
exceptions in criminal proceedings, understanding of the
scope of those exceptions may continue to change over time.

(xi) Proceedings to which the 1968 Act applies
2.56
The 1968 Act, section 18, defines those civil
proceedings to which the Act applies. It
"includes, in addition to civil proceedings in any of
the ordinary courts of law (a) civil proceedings before any other tribunal,
being proceedings in relation to which the strict
rules of evidence apply: and
(b) an arbitration or reference, whether under an
enactment or not,

but does not include civil proceedings in relation to
which the strict rules of evidence do not apply."
It does not, however, apply to magistrates' courts62
although there is power to extend its provisions to those
courts.63

61- Cross, (7th ed., 1990), pp. 543-44.

G2- See below, paras. 3.22

-

3.35.

63- Civil Evidence Act 1968, s.20(4).
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(xii)

Proceedings to which the strict rules of evidence
do not apply

2.57
The phrase "to which the strict rules of evidence
do not apply" used in the proviso to section 18 has the
effect of excluding certain proceedings, most notably the
wardship jurisdiction of the High Court (but also other
specialist jurisdictions such as are exercised by coroner's
courts, prize courts, ecclesiastical courts and election
courts) from the operation of the Act.
The proceedings of
tribunals and inquiries are also excluded unless the strict
rules of evidence are applied by the particular tribunal. 64
It was the view of the Report of the Franks Committee on
Administrative Tribunals and Enquiries, 65 that it would be a
mistake to introduce the strict rules of evidence into the
majority of tribunals.

2.58
The wardship jurisdiction of the High Court
provides the primary example of proceedings which are
regarded as not bound by the hearsay rule. Lord Devlin in
Re K.,66

said

"An inflexible rule against hearsay is quite unsuited to
t h e exercise o f a paternal and a d m i n i s t r a t i v e
jurisdiction. The jurisdiction itself is more ancient
than the rule against hearsay and I see no reason why
that rule should now be introduced into it."

2.59
The use of hearsay evidence in wardship proceedings
has been commented on by the Court of Appeal, most recently

For example, the Lands Tribunal.
65. (1957) Cmnd. 218., para. 90.
66-

Cl9651 A.C. 201, 242.
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in the case of Re W (Minors) (Wardship: Evidence).67

Neil1

L.J. said
“the correct approach to the matter is to recognise that
in wardship proceedings, which are of a special kind and
which involve to some extent the exercise by the court
of a parental or administrative jurisdiction, hearsay
evidence is admissible as a matter of law, but that this
evidence and the use to which it is put has to be
handled with the greatest care and in such a way that,
unless the interests of the child make it necessary, the
rules of natural justice and the rights of the parents
are fully and properly observed.

G

C i v i l E v i d e n c e A c t 1972

2.60
The Civil Evidence Act 1972 (“the 1972 Act“)
expands the area regulated by the Civil Evidence Act 1968 to
cover statements of opinion and expert evidence. Apart from
statements generated by a computer69 Part I of the 1968 Act
applies mutatis mutandis to statements of opinion. The 1972
Act also expands the scope of matters about which experts
may give evidence. There is a different procedure regarding
notification and admission of evidence in that, as regards
expert evidence, the court has control over whether it will
allow expert evidence to be given.
However, once this
hurdle has been surmounted the provisions for notification
are similar to those which apply to hearsay statements.

H

2.61

Children

Act

1989

Section 96(3) of the Children Act 1989 is the most

6 7 - Cl9901 1 FLR 203.

68. [1990] 1 FLR, 203, 2270; other issues relating to this
case are commented on below, at para. 3.37.
69- Covered in s . 5 of the 1968 Act.
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recent addition to the list of statutory exceptions to the
hearsay rule.
It was a direct response to the problems
identified in the cases of g v. E:
v. K (Minors) (Child
Abuse: Evidence). 70

2.62
H v. g and
v.
were appeals from decisions of
divorce county courts denying access to fathers in
proceedings under the Matrimonial Causes Act 1973.
The
judges at first instance found as a fact that sexual abuse
had taken place, relying heavily on the statements of
children made to social workers (who were not acting as
court welfare officers or preparing reports for the court).
The grounds for appeal on the issue as to hearsay (in 5 v.
K) were that that children's statements to the social
workers should not have been admitted as evidence because
objection had been taken to their adduction. The Court of
Appeal held that, as the parties had not agreed to the
admission of the hearsay statements, the proceedings were
governed by the 1968 Act. Section 2( 1) of that Act did not
render the evidence of the social workers who heard the
children's statements admissible as the children were not
old enough to give sworn evidence and unsworn evidence from
children in civil proceedings was not admissible. The Court
reviewed the application of the hearsay rule in proceedings
relating to children.
It affirmed the freedom of the
wardship jurisdiction from the strict rules of evidence71
but maintained those rules did apply to the proceedings in
question.

70. 119901 Fam. 86 (C.A.).
71- Subsequently confirmed by the Court of Appeal in

E

(Minors) (Wardship: Evidence) Cl9901 1 FLR 203: see
above, para. 2.59.
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2.63
The decision in & v. 5; & v. 5 caused much
concern for several reasons. First, the statements made by
children who were too young to give evidence could not be
put before the court (at least as evidence of their truth)
by the people to whom they had been made, whether doctors,
social workers, police officers, foster parents, relatives
o r friends. The only means of getting them before the court
would be by way of the welfare officer's report. Secondly,
it has long been recognised that a welfare officer's report
must of necessity contain some hearsay, if the court is to
be properly informed of all the factors which may affect the
welfare of the child, and it may be impractical and
illogical to rely on the second or third hand hearsay in a
welfare officer's report rather than on the evidence of the
person to whom the statement was made. Thirdly, decisions
affecting children are made at all levels in the court
structure and as Butler-Sloss LJ pointed out application of
the strict rules in some proceedings but not others "may
well lead to confusing, inconsistent and anomalous
results".72 Evidence might be available in some cases and in
some courts and not in others even though the facts and
circumstances were similar.

2.64

Section 96 addressed these concerns in two ways.
Section 96(2) made provision for courts in civil proceedings
to hear the unsworn evidence of a child despite his lack of
understanding of the nature of the oath.73
Section 96(3)
a l s o enabled the Lord Chancellor to make an order
disapplying the hearsay rule in proceedings relating to the
upbringing, maintenance or welfare of children. The Children

72- Cl9901 Fam. 86, 112G.
73- Similar to that provided in criminal proceedings by the
Children and Young Persons Act 1933, s.38.
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(Admissibility of Hearsay Evidence) Order 1990,74 made
pursuant to the power in section 96 of the 1989 Act, came
into force on 10 March 1990. It provides that
"In civil proceedings before the High Court or a county
court, evidence given in connection with the upbringing,
maintenance or welfare of a child, shall be admissible
notwithstanding any rule of law relating to hearsay. *I75
Corresponding (but more specific) provision is contained in
Article 2(2) of the 1990 Order for proceedings in magistrates'
courts which is commented on below (at paragraph 3.32).
The
position in wardship has already been stated in paragraphs
2-58-59.

I

Other rules of evidence

Introduction
2.65
The outline of the rules of evidence which follows is
intended to demonstrate their interrelationship and to place the
consideration of reform of the hearsay rule in the overall
context of the body of rules which might be affected by such
reform.

( i)

Relevance

2.66
Relevance is generally regarded either as a fundamental
principle (more a matter of logic than law), which applies even
before "rules of evidence" are applied,76 or as the first test

74- S.I. 1990, N0.143.
75- Article 2( 1).

76. James E. Thayer, A Preliminary Treatise on Evidence at
Common Law (Reprinted 1969), pp 264-265.
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of admissibility which should be applied to a particular piece
of evidence.77 Phips0n7~suggests that the terms "relevant" and
"admissible" should be regarded as meaning respectively, that
which is logically probative, and that which is legally
receivable, whether logically probative or not.
"The true position appears to be that, in the absence of
statutory provisions, nothing that is not logically
relevant is admissible, but'that many facts that are
logically relevant are excluded for various reasons
based on practical considerations as to the reasonable
and fair way of administering justice.. "

.

decision to abolish the exclusionary hearsay rule would
not mean that all hearsay evidence would always be admitted
at the trial. In addition to all the other rules as to what
is legally receivable, courts have inherent power to control
proceedings, particularly to avoid waste of court time and
unnecessary costs. The use of superfluous hearsay evidence
could be deterred in this way and also through the pre-trial
procedures which are designed to ensure that by the time a
case comes to trial only the essential issues and conflicts
of evidence require hearing. We consider below,79 ways in
which the exercise of these powers could be developed to
meet any increased dangers of the use of superfluous
evidence which might flow from reform of the hearsay rule.
A

( ii )

2.67

Best evidence
It has also been suggested that at some point in

77. For example, see Law Reform Commission - Australia,
Report No. 38, Evidence (1987) p. 69. On particularly
unreliable evidence being found to be insufficiently
relevant, see A. A. S. Zuckerman, The Principles of
Criminal Evidence, (1989) p . 40; Cross (7th ed., 1990)
p. 61.

78- Phipson on Evidence, (14th ed., 1990), para. 7-04.
7 9 - See below, paras. 4-53-54.
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history the requirement to adduce the best evidence of the
fact in issue was the fundamental rulea0 and that hearsay
came to be excluded because it normally failed this test.
Whilst relevance is a test related to what facts are in
issue (i.e. the objects of proof), best evidence is a test
related to how facts may be proved (i.e. the methods of
proof )

.

2.68
The decline in strict application of the best
evidence rule is such that it has been said that the rule as
it relates to admissibility of evidence is becoming
virtually obsolete (except in relation to the failure to
produce original documentation where it could have been
produced. )81
However, the responses of the Queens Bench
Division and Family Division judges to the Civil Justice
Review and the approach of other reviews of the subject show
that the general idea of "best" evidence may still have
currency as a principle underlying other more specific
rules.
Moreover, when a court is assessing the weight of
admitted evidence, considerations of what is the "best"
evidence are, fairly obviously, of great relevance: this
point was emphasised in the debates surrounding the Civil
Evidence (Scotland) Act 1988.82

Bo- Phipson, op. cit., para. 7-12.

81. 13th Report, para. 36; Garton v. Hunger [1969] 2 Q.B.
Osman
37, 44 (C.A); R v. Governor of Pentonville ex
Cl9901 1 WLR 277, 308; Kajala v. Noble (1982) 75'Cr.App.
Rep. 149 (C.A.).

.

82- Hansard, (H.C.) 16 May 1988, Vol. 133, col. 747;
Official Report (H.C.) of the First Scottish Standing
Committee, 21 June 1988 (second sitting) col. 49.
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(iii) Original evidence
The hearsay rule has also to be distinguished from
the rules relating to original evidence.
Failure to
appreciate the difference i s one of the most common
misapprehensions as to the scope of the hearsay rule. An
assertion is hearsay and inadmissible when the purpose of
adducing it is to prove the truth of what it asserts. It is
not hearsay, and is thus not excluded on those grounds, if
adduced to prove the fact that the statement was made and
not the truth of what the statement asserted. A statement
may also be admissible as original evidence where the fact
in issue relates to the speaker's state of mind rather than
the truth of the statement. In Subramaniam v. Public
Prosecutor83 the court admitted evidence of threats made to
the defendant by terrorists as evidence that the defendant
had been acting under duress when he committed offences.
The truth of the threats was immaterial to the offences
being tried, but it was central to the defendant's defence
that threats had been made which he believed and caused him
to act under duress.
2.69

( iv)

Res gestae

2.70
The principle of res gestae is an inclusionary rule
of evidence which, like original evidence, inhabits a
similar sphere to hearsay statements. It concerns evidence
which is inextricably linked to the act in issue: it is
literally a part of the story. Courts have differed on their
interpretation as to what counts as res gestae.
The
importance of this inclusionary rule at common law, now
mainly f o r criminal proceedings, is that where a statement
is admitted as part of the res gestae, it is evidence of the

8 3 - [1956] 1 W.L.R.

965.
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truth of what was asserted, not just the fact of the
statement. Its role in civil proceedings governed by the
1968 Act has been largely ousted by the provisions rendering
hearsay admissible.

(v) Previous consistent statements
2.71
At common law a witness could not be asked in
examination-in-chief whether he had made a previous
consistent statement with his present testimony: "what the
witness himself said outside the witness box is not
evidence".84 Answers to such questions are excluded by the
rule against self-serving statements85 but such evidence is
now also excluded by some formulations of the rule against
hearsay. 86

2.72
The closeness of the relationship between this rule
and the rule against hearsay was recognised by the 1968 Act
which subjected b o t h to its system of regulated
admissibility, albeit with the difference that previous
consistent statements are not generally admissible as of
right, but only with the leave of the court87. It allowed
previous consistent statements of parties or other witnesses
to be adduced as evidence of the facts stated.
In
considering further reform of the hearsay rule, it will have
to be decided whether further reform of the rule relating to

B4. The Committee, 13th Report, para.5.
85- Sometimes also called the rule against narrative or the
rule against self corroboration.
86- Cross (7th ed., 1990) p. 281; and see above, para. 2.6.
87- Sections 2(2) and
paras. 2.27-28.
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1968 Act.

See also above,

the admissibility of previous consistent statements by
witnesses would be desirable. It would be wrong to presume
that further reform of the hearsay rule must or should
automatically be applied also to the rule against self
serving statements.

2.73
In Scotland, f o r example, when the Civil Evidence
(Scotland) Act 1988 abolished the exclusionary rule as to
hearsay, it still maintained one element of the common law
r u l e against the use o f previous statements: the
inadmissibility of precognitions (extra-judicial statements
made by a party on legal advice earlier in the proceedings).
It was considered that such precognitions should continue to
be inadmissible for all purposes for two reasons. First,
such reports were in effect the combined product of the
maker of the statement and another person (the precognoscer)
who did not have any knowledge of the facts. Secondly,
precognitions were prepared with the specific purpose of
litigation in mind. 88

(vi) Opinion and expert evidence
Generally, witnesses may only give evidence of
facts within their own knowledge; they may not give evidence
of opinion or on matters about which expert knowledge is
considered necessary by the court, or where the issue
relates to a matter which it is for the court to decide,
known as an "ultimate issue". The 1972 Act provided that
any witness, whether an expert or not, may give evidence of
opinion where it is given as the unavoidable means of
2.74

88- Evidence: Report on Corroboration, Hearsay and Related

Matters in Civil Proceedings, Scot. Law Com. No. 100
(1986), para. 3.57.
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conveying facts which the witness directly perceived (e.g.
"the car was travelling at about 30 m.p.h.").
It changed
the common law exclusion on opinion relating to ultimate
issues by providing that the relevant matters as to which
experts were enabled to give evidence included evidence of
ultimate issues.89

2.75
For the most part opinion evidence is based on
knowledge and information accumulated and interpreted by the
witness from various sources, some identifiable, some not,
and previous experience. In this sense such evidence will
generally incorporate elements of hearsay. This is reflected
in the way that reform of the rules of expert and opinion
evidence were superimposed on the hearsay provisions of the
1968 Act so as to ensure that the hearsay factors inherent
in such evidence would also be covered wherever statute
permitted expert and opinion evidence to be given.

2.76
Reform of the hearsay rule may necessitate some
reconsideration of the scheme of the 1972 Act and of the use
of the procedural mechanisms that it shares with the 1968
Act in order to retain the rules relating to expert and
opinion evidence.

(vii) Admissions
2.77

A party's statements adverse to his interest are
received as evidence of the truth of their contents in civil
and criminal proceedings. They almost inevitably involve an
element of hearsay unless the admission is made by the
witness when giving direct oral evidence. Admissions may be

89- Section 3.
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formal or informal.
Formal admissions are an aspect of
procedural law: they are made by a party for the purposes of
the proceedings and are conclusive of the truth of their
contents. The admissibility of informal admissions is part
of the law of evidence and was recognised as an exception to
the common law rule against hearsay.
It was justified on
the grounds that a person will not say something which is
against his interest unless it is true and that,
accordingly, admissions have a great probability of
reliability.
The common law insofar as it relates to
admissions coming within the scope of the 1968 Act is
preserved under section 9 of that Act and it would not
appear that reform of the hearsay rule would alter the
continued effect of the common law rule.

(viii)

Affidavit evidence

2.78
In general, the same rules of evidence apply to
affidavit evidence as to evidence given on oath in court at
the trial.go
By R.S.C Order 41 rule 5 an affidavit may
contain only such facts as the deponent is able of his own
knowledge to prove.
There are, in practice, several
differences in the freedom to use hearsay statements based
on information and belief in proceedings conducted by
affidavit which are recognised in rules of court. In the
High Court under Order 41, rule 5(2), affidavits used in
interlocutory hearings may contain statements of information
or belief if the sources and grounds are given. Also in
summary proceedings under Order 14 and Order 86 evidence
based on statements of information and belief is
permissible. There are also differences between the High
Court and county courts:
County Court Rules permit the
inclusion of statements of information and belief in

90- C.C.R. 0.20, rr. 1-10: R.S.C. 0. 41.
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affidavits used at both interlocutory and final stages,
though the court has the power to prevent use of affidavit
evidence where the interests of justice so require.91

2.79
It is unclear whether the provisions as to
affidavits which have developed over many years are now
consistent with the policy of the 1968 Act.
For example,
R.S.C. Order 38, rule 21(4) disapplies the rule requiring
notice to the other side of the intention to use hearsay
where affidavits are to be used at the trial (presumably
because filing of affidavits provides satisfactory notice).
The rule refers instead to Order 41 which generally
precludes use of statements of information and belief in
affidavits at trial.
If hearsay were never included in
affidavits meant for use at trial, there would be no
conflict.
But there can be little doubt that hearsay is
sometimes included in affidavits, whether intentionally or
not. Under County Court Rules, as has been mentioned above,
it is expressly permitted.92 Given that the policy of the
1968 Act was to provide procedures for notifying, explaining
and challenging the use of hearsay, proceedings conducted on
affidavit at present may be failing to draw attention to
those safeguards.

2.80
Before statute overtook the common law exceptions,
hearsay statements were admissible if they fell within one
of the established exceptions.
The rules made under the
1968 Act were meant to preserve the benefit of these
exceptions but to ensure that due notice was given to the
other side of the circumstances justifying the use of the

91- C.C.R. 0 . 2 0 , r.g(1).

g2- See above, para. 2.78.
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hearsay statement. So, for example, where a witness has
died his hearsay statement can be given, but the other side
is informed (under Order 38, rule 2 5 ) of the reason for the
witness’s unavailability.
If the provisions of Order 38,
rule 21 are disapplied, there is no occasion to tell the
other side of the reason for using the hearsay statement.
If the provisions of Order 41 are decisive, there is no
power to put in the hearsay statement of the deceased
witness without resort to Order 38, rule 3 for an express
direction allowing a statement on oath of information or
belief.
Unnecessary divergence of procedures for
challenging hearsay in an affidavit as distinct from hearsay
notified under Order 38, rule 21 would thus seem to be
potentially confusing. More importantly, the possibility
that trials on affidavit evidence should be hampered by a
stricter approach to the use of evidence than those which
apply to oral evidence seems contrary to the intention of
the 1968 Act. Consultees may wish to consider whether the
rules relating to the use of hearsay evidence in affidavits
should be clarified in the event that reform of the 1968 Act
and rules of court were to be preferred.

J

Recent procedural developments: prior exchange of
witness statements

2.81
Recently, there have been several developments in
the field of procedural law reflecting changes in the
approach of courts and practitioners to the way civil
proceedings should be conducted. These developments stress
the need for fairness, the avoidance of unnecessary cost and
delay and greater openness in the identification of the
issues to be tried and the disclosure of evidence. They
have inevitably had an influence on perceptions of
adversarial procedure and rules of evidence which support
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that trial process.
In Davies v. Eli Lilly &
Donaldson MR commented, with respect to discovery,

Lord

.litigation in this country is conducted "cards face
up on the table". Some people from other lands regard
this as incomprehensible. "Why", they ask, "should I be
expected to provide my opponent with the means of
defeating me?"
The answer, of course, i s that
litigation is not a war or even a game. It is designed
to do real justice between opposing parties and, if the
court does not have
the relevant information, it
cannot achieve this object "
'I..

.

2.82
The contribution of the Civil Justice Review to
this process has already been mentioned. 94 Amendments to
the Rules of the Supreme Court have been made broadening the
courts' powers to require prior exchange of all experts'
evidenceg5 and prior exchange of witness statements.96
These developments have now been extended to county
courts.g7 The amendments introduced by R.S.C. Order 38 rule
2A, allowing pre-trial exchange of non-expert witness
statements demonstrate the move towards greater openness in
pre-trial procedure now established in ( the High Court where
exchange of proofs is normally directed.98
The Civil
Justice Review recommended that it should not be possible,
without the special leave of the court, to call a witness
whose statement has not previously been served on the other

93. [1987] 1 WLR 428, 431H.
94. See above, para. 1.4.
95. R.S.C. 0.38, rr.37 and 38.
96. R.S.C.

0.38, r.2A.

97. County Court (Amendment No. 4) Rules 1989, S . I .
2426.

1989 No.

98. Supreme Court Practice 1991, para. 38/2A/5; Practice
Direction (Chancery: Summons for Directions) [1989] 1
W.L.R. 133; Guide to Commercial Court Practice (2nd ed.,
1990), para. 14.1.
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parties.” Order 38, rule 2A goes some way towards this and
new rules made implementing some of the recommendations of
the Civil Justice Review also move in that directionloo with
rules to encourage more informative pleading, the use of
interrogatories and costs sanctions for failure to admit
facts and documents.

2.83
It is arguable that the hearsay rule and the
conditions subject to which hearsay statements are admitted
u n d e r the 1 9 6 8 Act should take a c c o u n t o f these
developments. First, if an important purpose of the notice
provisions under the 1968 Act is to prevent surprise, there
is a case for providing that where there has been an
exchange of proofs which satisfies Order 38 rule 2A, it is
not necessary to specify that the notice has been served for
the purposes of the 1968 Act.
At present such a prior
exchange of witness statements does not constitutes notice
for the purposes of the 1968 Act unless the notice also
satisfies the time and other requirements of 0.38, r.21 and
is expressly stated to be a notice under the 1968 Act.
Similarly there is a case for making it clear that where
there has been disclosure of experts’ reports and joint
statements under Order 38 rules 37 and 38 no separate notice
is needed for the purposes of the 1968 Act.
Second,
however, consultees may wish to consider whether, in cases
to which the procedure envisaged by Order 38 rules 2A. 37
and 38 apply, there is any need for further application of
rules restricting hearsay, that might be thought to serve
the same objective, of adequate prior warning of relevant
evidence, as do the present procedures under the 1968 Act.

99. Para. 230 and Recommendation 22.

100

f

Rules of the Supreme Court (Amendment No. 4) 1989,
5.1.1989 No. 2427.
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PART I11
THE CASE FOR REFORM

3.1
Part I1 has described the present law.
Although
much hearsay evidence is statutorily admissible, underlying
the statute there is the exclusionary rule. In this Part we
consider the case for reform.
First we consider the
principles underlying the hearsay rule and the arguments for
and against the admissibility of hearsay evidence.
The
differences in the statutory development of the rules of
civil and criminal evidence in recent years are also
mentioned as indicative of changing attitudes as to the
underlying principles served by those trial processes. The
particular problems with the present law which have appeared
under the present statutory provisions are then examined.

A

The Underlying Principles

3.2
In this section we consider the reasons for
mistrust of hearsay evidence and the extent to which these
justify its inadmissibility in civil cases.
AS has been
seen in the commentary on the development of the law, common
law refinement1 of the rule has occurred largely in the
context of criminal proceedings, whereas much of the
development in civil proceedings has been statutory.
Consideration of the principles served by the hearsay rule
in civil proceedings may help to identify whether, even if
hearsay evidence is admissible, safeguards are needed in

1.

See above, paras. 2.3-2.15.
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such proceedings and if so which safeguards would be most
effective.

(i) Arguments supporting the exclusionary rule
3.3
Cross-examination. There is general agreement that
the desirability of testing evidence by cross-examination is
the main and most compelling justification for the continued
exclusion of hearsay evidence.
Cross-examination, Wigmore
considered,
"is beyond any doubt, the greatest legal engine ever
invented for the discovery of the truth".3

3.4
Cross-examination is important in a system with a
preference for adversarial trial and orality in proceedings.
Scrutiny of the witness enables the court to consider his
candour, intelligence, physical and mental capacity, his
reactions to stress, all of which may add or detract from
the convincing proof of his initial statement. The placing
of the evidence in its contextual setting also has, it has
been suggested, benefits to those scrutinising the witness
and his evidence.

"Even where there is no cross-examination, the jurors
may perceive inconsistencies in the various portions of
a witness' testimony, and the jurors' realisation that
not all pertinent facts were perceived or remembered may
lead them to question the accuracy of those facts which
2-

Wigmore on Evidence (3rd ed., 1940). para. 1365; Cross,
(7th ed., 1990) p. 513; Professor E M Morgan, "Hearsay
Dangers and the Application of the Hearsay Concept",
(1948) 62 Harv.L.R. 177: Scot. Law Com. No. 100 (1986),
para. 3.21.

3-

Wigmore op. cit., para. 1367.
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were reported.
Context, like cross-examinatipp, aids
jurors in evaluating all testimonial dangers

...

3.5
Inability of juries to weigh hearsay.
in R. v. Blastland said

Lord Bridge,

"Hearsay evidence is not excluded because it has no
logically probative value.
Given that the subject
matter of the hearsay is relevant to some issue in the
trial, it may clearly be potentially probative.
The
rationale of excluding it as inadmissible, rooted as it
is in the system of trial by jury, is a recognition of
the great difficulty, even more acute for a juror than
for a trained judicial mind, of assessing what, if any,
weight can properly be given to a statement by a person
whom the jury have not seen or heard and which has not
b e e n subject t o any test of reliability by
The danger against which this
cross-examination.
fundamental rule provides a safeguard is that untested
hearsay evidence will be treated as having a probative
force which it does not deserve."5

...

There are now very few civil jury trials, and previous
reform has not made special provision for the exceptional
case where there is a jury.

3.6
Relevance of the oath.
It may be argued that
evidence given on oath continues to provide an additional
degree of trustworthiness by concentrating the attention of
the witness on the solemnity of the need to tell the truth.
The possibility of proceedings for perjury where previous
statements have been made on oath may also enhance the
likely trustworthiness of evidence.

4- R. 0. tempert and S. A. Saltzburg, A Modern Approach to
Evidence, (2nd ed., 1983), p. 352.
The 'testimonial
dangers ' referred to are generally listed as ambiguity,
irisincerity, faulty perception and erroneous memory.
5.

Cl9861 1 A.C. 41, 53H-54C.
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3.7
Best evidence.
Where practicable, courts will
insist on the best evidence being adduced. The fact that
evidence is of a hearsay nature will often disclose that
there is another source of more direct testimony (the maker
of the reported statement) which might be adduced.
The
exclusionary rule's insistence on the production of the best
evidence is a way of preventing the danger of weaker proofs
being substituted f o r stronger ones.

3.8
Danger of protraction of trials. There is a widely
held fear that there will be a tendency for hearsay evidence
to protract trials.6 Some courts may find it more difficult
than others to control the giving of hearsay evidence which
has little probative value o r which adds nothing to what has
already been covered by evidence of greater weight.
The
danger of superfluous evidence is common to all types of
evidence and as the Scottish Law Commission pointed out,
liable to be dealt with by the courts in the same way.7 The
most effective deterrent is that of costs, in that the
courts may disallow costs unnecessarily generated.

3.9
Danger of error through repetition of statement.
The dangers of faulty perception and erroneous memory may be
compounded by the repetition and embellishment of a
statement. This is why reform of the common law on hearsay
has concentrated on the admissibility of first hand hearsay
where the danger of multiplied unreliability is less.

Phipson op. cit., para. 21-06, and the response of the
Queen's Bench Division and Family Division Judges to the
Civil Justice Review, who said: "It would [also] unduly
prolong trials and therefore increase the expense of
investigation to no useful purpose," (Appendix, page 6)
Unpublished.

7- Scot. Law Com. No. 100 (1986), para. 3.19.
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(ii) Arguments supporting reform of the exclusionary rule
3.10
The arguments against the exclusionary rule reflect
a judgment as to the accuracy of its claimed benefits and,
to some extent, awareness of other considerations which
demonstrate ways in which the rule hampers civil courts in
their task of finding where the truth lies.

3.11
Hearsay is relevant evidence. The hearsay evidence
which is excluded by the existence of the rule is relevant
to the issues being tried. In civil proceedings the
centrality of the rule as to relevance has been achieved by
the courts' own expressed reluctance to hear argument on
evidential technicalities.
There is no longer the same
consensus that it is reasonable to prevent civil courts from
hearing potentially valuable evidence solely on the grounds
that it is hearsay.8

Cross-examination. Whilst cross-examination helps
to highlight possible dangers o f faulty memory or
perception, it has been doubted whether it often identifies
ambiguity or insincerity, two of the main testimonial
infirmities. Morgan comments that "experience in the
courtroom demonstrates that [the] most important service [of
cross-examination] is in exposing faults in perception and
memory". 9
3.12

8- Scot. Law Com., No. 100 (1986), para. 3.22.
9-

"Hearsay Dangers and the Application of the Hearsay
Concept", (1948) 62 Harv.L.R. 177, 188.
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3.13

Though

clearly

a

very

useful

tool,

cross-examination does have its rigours. lo
These may in
certain circumstances be quite inappropriate for discovering
t h e truth, such as where t h e witness i s particularly
vulnerable as i s the case with young children, or is
overawed by the task of giving direct evidence.

3.14
Cross-examination is not the only acceptable method
for testing evidence. Reference has already been made to
proceedings conducted on affidavit evidence or where
exchange of witness statements may be directed. In this way
faults in perception and memory come to light and may be
resolved, leaving only the critical conflicts of evidence to
be tested at trial. In this way costs may be saved and the
length of trials reduced.

3.15
Role of the jury.
Given the comparative rarity of
jury trials in civil cases, it is debatable whether an
exclusionary r u l e of evidence is needed for such an
exceptional consideration.

3.16
Relevance of the
doubted whether the absence
justifying the exclusion of
the view that the essential

oath.
Many commentators have
of the oath is a relevant factor
hearsay evidence. Furthermore,
and real reason for the rule is

t o permit cross-examination,ll and that the absence of the
oath is only incidental, can be demonstrated by the fact

lo. Wigmore op. cit., para. 1367:
“It may be that in more
than one sense it takes the place in our system which
torture o c c u p i e d in t h e medieval s y s t e m of t h e
civilians. “
11* Wigmore op. cit.. para. 1362.
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that even an oral statement made under oath is excluded by
the hearsay rule if given on a previous occasion and not
subject to cross-examination.

3.17
Best evidence. In some situations hearsay is the
best available evidence even if not the best conceivable
evidence. In Myers v.
Lord Reid pointed out that the
exclusionary rule applies regardless of the cogency of the
particular hearsay evidence.12
In some cases, however, it
is the best and only conceivable evidence of a fact in
issue.

3.18
Allowing evidence to be given in a natural way.
The benefit of allowing witnesses to give their evidence in
the most natural way without interruption on technical
points has been recognised, particularly in the area of
tribunals. It is likely that the confidence of the public
in the proper administration of justice will be enhanced by
this and by the knowledge that as far as possible all
relevant evidence necessary to help the court to discover
the truth has been heard.

(iii)

Re-consideration of the purposes served by the
hearsay rule in a civil context

3.19
In considering reform of the hearsay rule it is
important to appreciate the reasons justifying separate
treatment of criminal and civil rules of evidence.
The
major difference is the greatly reduced use of juries in
civil trials other than for defamation proceedings. In 1989
in the county courts of the 22,259 trials heard, only 104

12. [1965] A.C.

1001, 1024.
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had juries.l3
It can no longer be correct for rules of
civil evidence to be based on an assumed separation of
tribunals of fact and law when in practice the same person
(the judge) who determines whether a hearsay statement is
admissible is also responsible for weighing its probative
value. Arguments based on the danger of misleading juries
similarly lose their force. The different burden of proof,
discovery, the diversity of types of proceedings and the
variety of forms of relief being claimed by each side
,against the other in civil litigation provide a very
different background from that which applies in criminal
cases where the nature of the proceedings and the dangers of
miscarriages of justice leading to loss of liberty are of a
different order.

3.20
Civil proceedings in general rely to a higher
degree than criminal proceedings on the use of documents to
provide both the background against which the substantive
issues are to be argued and the evidence relevant to the
facts in issue. It may be for this reason that civil courts
are particularly reluctant to allow the taking of technical
points as to hearsay. Argument on such points might only
deflect the court from the issues at the heart of the
dispute. The importance of documentation and the desire to
ensure that as far as possible technical points are resolved
before the case comes on for trial can be seen in the
coverage of such matters in civil rules of procedure and in
particular by the move to greater openness in pre-trial
procedure.

l3. There figures were supplied by the Lord Chancellor's
Department.
The corresponding figures for High Court
trials are not available but jury trials in the High
Court are very rare save' in defamation cases.
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3.21
It is not surprising, therefore, that reform of the
hearsay rule has developed separately and has progressed
further in civil proceedings than in criminal proceedings.
The 1938 Act took a wider approach to the use of documentary
evidence than any of the earlier piecemeal reforms which
created exceptions to the common law hearsay rule applicable
to both civil and criminal proceedings. The 1968 Act (again
concerned only with civil proceedings) in effect abolished
the exclusionary rule for first hand oral and documentary
hearsay in civil proceedings.

B

Application of the rule aqainst hearsay in different
courts and proceedings

(i) The Hearsay Rule in Magistrates' Courts
3.22
It has been noted that the provisions of the 1968
Act do not apply to magistrates' courts.
In making its
recommendations which led to the Civil Evidence Act 1968,
the Law Reform Committee said
"For lay magistrates to have to apply different rules of
evidence according to the kind of case which they were
trying would, we think, be confusing for them and might
give rise to difficulties and errors in both criminal
and civil cases. I' l4

3.23

The Committee also considered that substitution of

the existing statutory limitations, which they recommended,
by a system of procedural safeguards and judicial discretion
could not be readily adjusted to the circumstances in which
civil proceedings are conducted in magistrates' courts. The

14. 13th Report, para. 50.
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notice and counter-notice system would be difficult to apply
where the parties were without professional assistance.
"It would not be easy for multi-partite courts of laymen
to exercise consistently that judicial discretion as to
the admissibility of particular hearsay evidence which
is another feature to which we attach importance".15
Despite these reservations, the power to apply the
provisions of the 1968 Act to magistrates' courts was
included by Parliament but has not been exercised.l6

3.24
The Law Reform Committee did not address in detail
the need f o r reform of the hearsay rule in magistrates'
courts. It may have been correct in its view that there
were facets of the 1968 Act's procedural safeguards which
might not be successfully applied in magistrates' courts.
The need to avoid complex procedural rules is of particular
importance in courts which frequently deal with parties who
a r e dot legally represented.
The desire to avoid
unnecessary costs and delay in proceedings also counters to
some extent the benefits of relying on costs and adjournment
powers which were designed with High Court proceedings and
legally represented parties in mind. It is proposed to make
more use of written statements in proceedings under the
Children Act.17
This may be significant of a desire to
assimilate the practice of magistrates' courts in respect of
evidence in family proceedings to the practice of higher
courts.

15- 13th Report, para. 50.

16- Section 2 0 ( 4 ) .
17* Joint Consultation on the Draft Children Act Rules: Lord
Chancellor's Department and Home Office, 1 October 1990.
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At present four different regimes apply to hearsay
evidence in magistrates' courts.
Their licensing
jurisdiction involves the application of the approach to
evidence which applies to tribunals: their domestic
jurisdiction is governed by the common law rules of evidence
as modified by the 1938 Act; their care jurisdiction is
governed by the common law rules as recently modified by the
rules made under Children Act 1989 and it is the development
of rules for this purpose which has provided the main
stimulus for reconsideration of the magistrates' courts
approach to hearsay. The criminal jurisdiction exercised by
magistrates is, of course, governed by the rules of evidence
applicable to criminal proceedings.
3.25

(a) Licensing
3.26
In exercising their licensing jurisdiction,
magistrates are not bound by the strict rules of evidence.
Licensing is the term given to certain administrative duties
concerning, among other things, the sale of intoxicating
liquor, possession of firearms, and some legal betting.
Magistrates control these matters by issuing, o r refusing,
or renewing or repealing the applicant's licence. In some
cases the grounds for determining such matters are governed
by statute, in others by binding precedent. Any interested
party may give evidence at the hearing, and neither side,
unless the statute states otherwise, has to prove any
application or objection beyond reasonable doubt.
Magistrates are allowed to listen to and, depending on the
particular circumstances, rely upon hearsay evidence
submitted at such hearings.

There is little authority on the point, but in
Kavanagh v. Chief Constable of Devon Lord Denning M.R.

3.27
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commenting on the exercise of administrative jurisdiction
relating to licensing said,

"..

.from time immemorial the court of quarter sessions
exercised administrative jurisdiction. When doing so,
the justices never held themselves bound by the strict
rules of evidence.
They acted on any material that
appeared to be useful in coming to a decision, including
their own knowledge. No doubt they admitted hearsay,
though there is nothing to be found in the books about
it. To bring the procedure up to modern requirements, I
think they should act o n the same lines as any
administrative body which is charged with an inquiry.
They may receive any material which is logically
probative even though it is not evidence in a court of
law. Hearsay can be f8ermitted where it can fairly be
regarded as reliable."

3.28

Roskill L.J. added

"Lord Denning M.R. [has] pointed out that when one looks
at the relevant sections of the Firearms Act 1968 one
finds references to the need f o r the officers concerned
to be "satisfied" of certain matters. That seems to me
the key to the present case.
In reaching a decision
whether or not he is "satisfied", he is entitled and
indeed obliged to take into account all relevant
matters, whether or not any reports and information
given to him would be strictly admissible in a court of
law.1119

3.29
Thus the duty on administrative bodies to consider
all relevant matters and the effect of statute conferring
jurisdiction on the tribunal are understood to make the
strict rules of evidence inapplicable to the extent that
their use might prevent the licensing body from carrying out
its proper task.

1 8 - Cl9741 Q.B.

19-

624, 633.

Ibid., p . 634.
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( b ) Domestic and care proceedings

3.30
At present, magistrates' courts have two distinct
jurisdictions in family matters. Domestic courts deal with
private law disputes between husbands and wives or mothers
and fathers, while juvenile courts deal with care cases
involving local authorities. The admissibility of hearsay
evidence in all magistrates' courts is governed by common
law as regards oral hearsay and documentary hearsay which
does not come within the scope of the 1938 Act outlined in
Part I1 above.20

3.31

However, in Humberside County Council v.

E.21

care

proceedings were described as "essentially non-adversary,
non-party proceedings", where courts would
discourage the
taking of too technical an approach to the application of
the common law rules on the admissibility of hearsay
evidence.
In 5 v. 5 ; E v.
( M i n o r ) (Child Abuse:
Evidence)22 and Bradford City Metropolitan Council v. E
(Minors),23 however, courts confirmed the applicability of
the hearsay rule in care proceedings in the juvenile court.
As well as giving guidance on how the common law rules
applied in the juvenile courts, the court in the Bradford
case stated that although the hearsay rule had to a certain
extent been relaxed in care proceedings before a juvenile
court, the relaxations had been confined within well-defined
limits.

20- See above, para. 2.16.
21. [1977] 1 W.L.R.

1251, 1255 (,D.C).

2 2 - Cl9901 Fam. 86.

23. [1990] Fam. 140.
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3.32
It was to legitimise the use of hearsay evidence in
all proceedings relating to the upbringing, welfare o r
maintenance of children that the most recent statutory
exception to the hearsay rule was created,24 although at
present this reform retains the separate treatment for
magistrates' court proceedings.
The 1990 Order as it
applies to magistrates' courts, provides that
"(a) a statement made by a child,
(b) a statement made by a person concerned with or
having control of a child, that he has assaulted,
neglected or ill-treated the child,

(c) a statement included in any report made by a
guardian a d litem u n d e r rule 25(3)(a) o f the
Magistrates' Courts (Children and Young Persons) Rules
1988 or by a local authority under section 9(1) of the
Children and Young Persons Act 1969,
shall be admissible as evidence in connection with the
upbringing, maintenance or welfare o f a child
notwithstanding any rule of law relating to hearsay."

3.33
This provides a special and limited dispensation
f o r the admissibility of hearsay evidence in juvenile
courts.
It does not, however apply to the magistrates'
domestic jurisdiction.
I t s scope is more closely
circumscribed than the corresponding provision f o r the High
Court and county courts referred to above.25

s:

3.34
Before the decisions in 11 v.
v. E . and the
Bradford case, the Government had announced its intention of
applying the Civil Evidence Act 1968 to all civil

24- See above, paras. 2.61-64.
25- See above, para. 2.64.
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proceedings in magistrates' courts.26
This followed its
acceptance of the recommendation of the Review of Child Care
Law27 that the Act should be extended to care proceedings.
It was felt illogical to provide for hearsay to be
admissible in care cases but not in cases concerning
children in domestic proceedings.
When the Children Act
1989 is implemented, specialist family proceedings courts
will be created in magistrates' courts, combining domestic
and care jurisdictions and separating these from both their
adult and their juvenile criminal jurisdictions.
Magistrates will be especially trained to exercise their
family jurisdiction.

3.35
The question will then arise as to whether the
provisions of the 1990 Order will be generalised to all
family cases in magistrates' courts and whether the
provisions applicable in the county courts and High Court
w i l l also apply in magistrates' family proceedings courts.
As all levels of court are to be brought within a linked
structure with concurrent jurisdiction in children's cases,
this would certainly be the logical and practical result.
Cases might otherwise have to be transferred to a higher
court simply because of the more restrictive rules of
evidence in the magistrates' courts. This development would
solve the problem of hearsay statements in cases concerning
children, but the question would still remain as to whether
there should be reforms in cases concerning adults,

26- 2nd February 1989.
Announcement by John Patten,
Minister of State of the Home Office. Home Office News
Release.
27.

(1985), para. 16.37.
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3.36
Reference has already been made to the case of
(Minors) (Wardship : Evidence), and the freedom of the
wardship court from the strict rules of evidence.28 Whilst
recognising the paternal and administrative aspects of the
wardship court's jurisdiction, the types of issues which it

is called on to determine in the best interests of the child
are common to other courts exercising family jurisdiction.
Decisions of the wardship court provide guidance as to the
manner in which other courts should approach the task of
determining similar issues relevant to the welfare of the
child. Its influence has been seen recently in the case law
on the weighing of evidence arising from video-recorded
disclosure interviews.29

Video-recorded evidence
3.37
E is also of interest in that the judge at first
instance is reported to have treated the evidence of the
child recorded on video as direct evidence.30
There is an
increasing trend in proceedings involving allegations of
child abuse to regard video-recorded evidence as direct, not
h e a r s a y e v i d e n c e , and it i s s i g n i f i c a n t t h a t t h i s
development has occurred in the wardship court where the
1968 Act does not apply. Whilst a video recording would be
hearsay within the definition of the 1968 Act, section 1, it
is more direct than the evidence which could be given by a

2 8 - See above, paras. 2.58-59.
2 9 - See, for example, Latey J in Re M (A Minor) (Child Abuse
: Evidence), Note Cl9871 1 FLR 293, 295, and Scott-Baker
J. in Re E (A Minor) (Child Abuse : Evidence) [1990]
Fam. Law 157.

30- [1990] 1 F.L.R.

203, 203G-H, headnote.
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person to whom the child had spoken,31 avoiding the dangers
of the hearsay witness adding to the possible ambiguity,
insincerity, faulty perception and erroneous memory inherent
in the original statement.
3.38
If common law development of new exceptions to the
hearsay rule had not been stopped by Myers v. D.P.P., video
recorded evidence might have become a further exception to
the hearsay rule, justified on the usual grounds of the
circumstantial likelihood of reliability, and necessity, as
young children would not be competent to give evidence. It
is, of course, much more direct evidence of what the child
actually said and how he or she said it, although the child
is still not available for cross-examination.

3.39
It is the essential similarity in the issues faced
by all courts exercising family jurisdiction which has
prompted disquiet with applying the hearsay rule to family
proceedings. There are particular problems in proving abuse
or neglect of children who are too young to give sworn
evidence.
Courts are reluctant to submit a child to the
trauma of giving evidence and have sought to find other ways
in which to compensate for this, primarily by use of reports
of social workers and guardians ad litem.

Cases involving the welfare of children
3.40
Where the welfare of the child is the paramount
consideration, courts need to consider not just the facts in
issue, but also the future, i.e. what is likely to happen,
where do the child's best interests lie, what are the wishes
and feelings of the children concerned? The performance of

31- AS in

E.
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this task by courts exercising family jurisdiction
necessarily expands the scope of the courts' investigation.
Although the proceedings may well be fiercely contested,
there is a growing appreciation that it is inappropriate to
regard the issue of the child's welfare as one to be decided.
solely on the cases presented by the opposing parties. The
court has its own investigative and pro-active role.

3.41
The incompatibility of the hearsay rule with
express statutory functions given to courts will be
highlighted in a new way when the Children Act 1989 comes
into force in 1991.
That Act provides for the flexible
allocation and transfer of children's proceedings between
different levels of courts according to complexity.
The
evaluation of the need for transfer relates to the
complexity of the issues in the case; it is not meant to be
determined by reference to the different ability of courts
to hear evidence, or the different manner in which such
evidence is heard.

3.42
The focus on complexity of issues poses a new
challenge to rules of evidence, to serve the trial process
and not to constrain the ability of courts to hear and to
weigh all the evidence relevant to carrying out that task.
Conformity between all the different levels of courts
hearing children's proceedings will be of particular
importance if the policy of the Children Act 1989 is to be
secured. A similar point might also be made with reference
to the provisions in the Courts and Legal Services Act 1990
which seek to ensure that cases are heard by the level of
tribunal appropriate to the complexity of the issues
involved. Differences in rules of evidence would hamper the
achievement of this goal.
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Abrogation of the hearsay rule in all family proceedings
3.43
It may be artificial, in some family proceedings,
to seek to distinguish between issues relevant to the
child's welfare and those of his family which may also be in
issue, for example on application for maintenance for a
child or for the spouse in divorce proceedings. Whilst the
1990 Order under the Children Act abrogates the hearsay rule
for those proceedings relating to the welfare, maintenance
and upbringing of children, other issues relating to adults
will continue to be bound by the strict rules of evidence
under the present law.

3.44
The family jurisdiction ranges from such matters as
divorce and ancillary issues concerning financial provision
and property adjustment, or the upbringing and maintenance
of children, to domestic violence, adoption, legitimation
and the care and supervision of children.
It is a wide
field, but characterised by an equal need to consider not
only the past but also the future of the parties concerned,
and is to this extent sui generis. Justiciable issues may
often take second place to the role of the court in
exercising discretion in the granting of relief, based on an
assessment of likely future developments and of best
interests. The character and personalities of the people
concerned are often relevant to the exercise of this
discretion in a way which is seldom if ever encountered in
other types of litigation.

The 1990 Order can be seen to provide only a
partial solution even to the problems faced by courts
exercising the jurisdiction relating to children. It does
not alleviate the problems of different rules of evidence
applying in different courts handling what are essentially
similar issues.
Three different regimes remain: the
3.45
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wardship court's freedom from hearsay; the abrogation of the
rule in the High Court and county court, and the more
limited abrogation in magistrates' courts.32
It is for
consideration whether there is any further need to retain
the distinction between the wardship court's approach to
hearsay, and that which is to be applied by the other courts
under the 1990 Order.

3.46
It is also for consideration whether (whatever
recommendations are made for the hearsay rule in other
non-family proceedings) the abrogation of the hearsay rule
under the Children Act 1989 should be further extended to
apply to all family proceedings.
Such an expansion would
prevent any danger of disputes that evidence was wrongly
admitted or though rightly admitted because of the existence
of an issue in relation to a child, was wrongly relied on in
determining an issue relevant to the adult parties.

3.47
It is clearly not practicable to reconsider the
rule so recently introduced under the 1989 Act. N o r , it is
suggested, will it be practicable to have different rules
f o r different proceedings o r different courts exercising
jurisdiction under that Act.
It is also unlikely to be
practicable for courts to draw fine distinctions between
evidence which is admissible because it relates to children
and evidence which has technically to be admitted under the
1968 Act ( o r some other exception to the hearsay rule). In
practice, it might be preferable to abrogate the rule
altogether, so that courts at all levels could concentrate

32- Discussed above, see paras. 2.64 and 3.32
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3.33.

more clearly on the weight and reliability of all the
relevant material which is put before them.

(iii) Arbitration proceedings
3.48
Arbitrators are in general bound by the rules of
evidence33 except where the parties agree otherwise. Often
such agreement i s incorporated i n t h e reference t o
arbitration or in the contract out of which the dispute
arose.
The position is different for arbitrations under
section 64 of the County Courts Act 1984. These are freed
from the application of the strict rules of evidence by the
effect of section lO(3A) of the Civil Evidence Act 1968 and
C.C.R.

Order 19, rule 5(2).

3.49
There are a great variety of types of arbitration,
and views as to the need for rules of evidence may differ.
Some arbitrations are of an informal nature and members of
the tribunal may not be legally qualified. Others closely
reflect the procedures of the ordinary courts of law and not
only the arbitrator, but the parties before him may be
lawyers.
Arguments similar to those which apply to other
forms of tribunals might suggest that the strict rules of
evidence are incompatible with the purposes of arbitration:
on the other hand, there may be a conscious desire to
emulate the procedures applicable in the ordinary courts, as
conducive to high quality decision making.

The desire for

evidential simplicity is not necessarily related to the
complexity or amounts in issue.
The strict rules of
evidence are frequently waived in weighty commercial
arbitrations which involve significant sums of money, as
~~

33. Sir M. J. Mustill & S. C. Boyd, Commercial Arbitration
(2nd ed., 1989), p. 352.
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well as in the types of arbitration heard in county courts
for small amounts of money and consumer disputes. We invite
the views of consultees on what the position for arbitration
proceedings should be, in the event of reform of the hearsay
rule, and in particular, whether the parties should retain
the power to agree that particular rules of evidence should
or should not apply.

c

Particular Problems which have been experienced with the
1968 Act

( i ) Notice provisions under the 1968 Act
3.50
The single loudest complaint against the 1968 Act
is that the notice provisions which it contains and the
r u l e s of c o u r t made thereunder are so complex that
practitioners have avoided using them.34 If this is so, the
purpose which the notice provisions were devised to serve
may have been forgotten.
The Scottish Law Commission,
commenting o n t h e 1968 Act notification procedures,
suggests35 that the exception may have become the rule, in
that parties are relying o n the court's discretion to
include where there has been a failure to comply with the
rules, and not using the rules to warn the other parties of
the intention to adduce hearsay evidence.

Purpose of notification
3.51

Further reform of t h e notification procedure

34- R. Urich, "Reform of the Law of Hearsay", ( 1 9 7 4 )
Anglo-American Law Rev. 184, 209 and J. D. Heydon,
Evidence, Cases and Materials (2nd ed., 1984), 361.
35- Scot Law Corn. No. 100 (19861, para. 3.32.
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requires agreement as to the aims which notification serves
and whether these aims can be secured in other or more
effective ways.
The Committee envisaged that the
notification procedure would ensure that the hearsay
elements in evidence were recognised and communicated to the
other side in sufficient time for any objections to be
considered. Notification, and the possibility of challenge,
would also further the overall aim of ensuring that reliance
upon hearsay would be restricted to cases where the maker of
the statement is not available as a witness and to cases
where the facts which the statement tends to establish are
not seriously in dispute although they have to be proved.

3.52
The criticisms which have been recorded of the
notification requirements have related not specifically to
the particular refinements for special circumstances but to
the inconvenience and difficulty of correctly categorising
in advance evidence of a hearsay nature, particularly the
difficulty of foreseeing oral hearsay in time to give the
required period of notice. This criticism goes to the heart
of the practicability of notification requirements.

3.53
The rules of court made under the Civil Evidence
Act 1968 give effect in elaborate detail to all the matters
referred to by the Committee. The Committee also envisaged,
however, that the relegation of such matters to rules of
court would facilitate later revision by the rule committees
in the light of e ~ p e r i e n c e . ~There
~
has, however, been no
comprehensive r e v i s i o n of t h e r u l e s since their
introduction. There has, accordingly, been no re-appraisal
of the need for the rules which contain particular

36- 13th Report, para. 46.
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refinements to cover special situations, nor of whether the
central rules requiring notice and counter notice are
serving the central purpose intended for them.

The Scottish Law Commission adopted the view that
the aims which notification served were those of avoiding
surprise and enabling a challenge to be mounted. For this
purpose it recommended giving courts power to delay
admissibility of the hearsay until the witness was produced.
Instead of the 1968 Act style notice provisions, it proposed
simpler provisions covering the need to serve a notice and a
counter-notice.37 Refinements aimed at other matters were
not included.
There was no requirement to categorise the
degree of hearsay (because the recommendations did not
consider t h e r e was any further need to make that
distinction), no requirement to specify the reasons for
unavailability, no preliminary hearing to determine disputes
or for special directions in the case of certain types of
legal records, no power relating to costs, no special
provisions for records and computer generated documents
designed to alert the opposing party to the chain through
which the record had been compiled and asserting correct
working of the computer at the relevant time.
3.54

We have referred to more recent developments
towards the greater exchange of evidence in general.38 As
t h e s e d e v e l o p i t is n e c e s s a r y t o c o n s i d e r t h e
interrelationship between the rules that give effect to them
and the complex notice-giving provisions of the 1968 Act.
The different procedures to be adopted in proceedings on
3.55

37. Scot. Law Com. No. 100 (1986), paras. 3.43-3.47.
para. 4 . 7 ( b ) below.
38- See above, paras 2.81-83.
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See

a f f i d a v i t e v i d e n c e incorporating hearsay a r e not
particularly easy t o determine: it may be even more
difficult to know what notice requirements apply where prior
exchange of witness statements occur.

(ii) Reform of the provisions relating to records
3.56
Differing criticisms of section 4 of the 1968 Act
One criticism is
have been considered by commentator^.^^
that the section tries to deal in the same way with too wide
a category of "records": not only business records which
experience has shown are reliably and accurately kept, but
also other forms of records which are less accurate and
reliable.

3.57
It has been said that insofar as section 4 is
directed to business records it is unnecessary to impose
conditions relating to the reliability of the supplier and
compiler or to require that the compiler be under a duty.
Irrespective of any duty, business records may, it is said,
be treated as being reliable in the ordinary course of
events.
But insofar as section 4 also applies to other
records, it has been said that more attention should have
been devoted to issues such as the competence of the
supplier and compiler, and the extent to which the accuracy
of the document can be checked in other ways.
Other
jurisdictions have enacted legislation differentiating
between the greater reliability of a business record (which
is usually widely defined) and other records.4o

S9- J. D. Heydon, op. cit., p. 357.
For example Rule 803(6), Federal Rules of Evidence
(U.S.A).
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3.58
The Scottish Law Commission also acknowledged the
special claim to reliability of a wide class of business
records and extended that reasoning to simplifying not only
the admissibility provisions, but also the authentication
requirements.41 It referred to the common law presumption
that business books are presumed to be accurate, if
regularly kept42 and if they are limited to such matters as
fall directly within their province and of which they are
the ordinary and proper record.43
It recommended an
extension of this presumption to render documents admissible
as evidence of the facts stated in them where the documents
are o r form part of a record compiled in the course of a
duty to record such inf~rmation.~~

(iii) Proof of the absence of an entry from business records
3.59
A further point covered by the 1988 Act, reflecting
a point which has featured in reforms of the hearsay rule in
other jurisdictions, was to provide that the absence of an
entry from business records should also be admissible as
evidence of the non-occurrence or non-existence of the
matter in issue. This matter has arisen in the context of
two cases E . v. Shone45 and E. v.

41. See below, para. 3.69.

42- Dickson, Law of Evidence in Scotland, paras. 114 and
1104.
43.

Ibid., para.

1227.

44- Scot. Law Com. No. 100 (1986). paras. 3.67,3.68 and
3.70.
45- [1983] 76 Cr. App. R. 72.
The decision in this case
illustrates both the avoidance of hearsay problems by
the recategorisation of hearsay as direct evidence, and
of the manner in which the hearsay rule can be
undermined by circumstantial inference.
46-

[1984] 79 Cr. App. R. 153.
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3.60
The growing differences between criminal and civil
rules of evidence which have already been mentioned47 might
suggest that it is unnecessary in the context of reform of
the hearsay rule in civil proceedings to address such
technical points which in practice would only be taken in
criminal proceedings.
On the other hand, the point is
capable of clarification as has been demonstrated by Section
7 of the 1988 Act. This provides that
"(1) In any civil proceedings, the evidence of an
officer of a business or undertaking that any particular
statement is not contained in the records of the
business or undertaking shall be admissible as evidence
of that fact whether or not the whole or any part of the
records have been produced in the proceedings.
(2) The evidence referred to in subsection (1) above
may, unless the court otherwise directs, be given by
means of the affidavit of the officer."

(iv)
3.61

Computer records
Several criticisms have been raised concerning the

computer record provisions in the 1968 Act. It is said that
the approach adopted in the Act was fundamentally flawed in
that there is no intrinsic reason for differentiating
between different forms of record keeping and that doing so
causes anomalies and confusion.48
It is also said that the
provisions are outdated and fail to recognise the original
element in such evidence
as distinct from information

-

which is simply collated and stored by the computer from a
human source.49
Reed also suggests that

47. See above, paras. 3.19-21.
48.

C. Tapper Computer Law, (4th edn. 1989), p. 395.

49-

I b i d . , p.373; C . R e e d , " T h e A d m i s s i b i l i t y a n d
Authentication of Computer Evidence - A Confusion of
Issues", (1990) Vol. 6.2, Computer Law and Security
Report, p. 13.
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section 5 should be replaced by procedures for the
authentication rather than the admissibility of computer
generated information.

(a) Outdated conditions of admissibility
3.62
Section 5(2) of the 1968 A c t imposes the following
conditions on the admissibility of computer generated
evidence. These are -

"(a) that the document containing the statement was
produced by the computer during a period over which the
computer was used regularly to store or process
information for the purposes of any activities regularly
carried on over that period, whether for profit or not,
by any body, whether corporate or not, or by any
individual:
(b) that over that period there was regularly supplied
to the computer in the ordinary course of those
activities information of the kind contained in the
statement or of the kind from which the information so
contained is derived:
(c) that throughout the material part of that period
computer was operating properly or, if not, that
respect in which it was not operating properly or
out of operation during that part of that period was
such as to affect the production of the document or
accuracy of its contents: and

the
any
was
not
the

(d) that the information contained in the statement
reproduces o r is derived from information supplied to
the c o m p u t e r in the ordinary c o u r s e o f t h o s e
activities. "

3.63

The criticism of these conditions is centred on the
now outdated considerations which led to those conditions
and not others being included in the statute.50 It has been
said, for example, that the safeguards were directed at the
batch processing of identical transactions and mainframe

50-

C.

Reed,

s,at p.

14.
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computer operations processing large numbers of similar
transactions daily. The development of computer technology,
in particular the use of microcomputers, and the diversity
of tasks which can be performed on computers with more
sophisticated software have changed ideas as to what
safeguards are needed. Those which were imposed by the 1968
Act reflect the background pattern of activity relevant to
record keeping of a non-computerised type: but the new tasks
relevant to the keeping of a wider range of records on
computer have not been taken account of.

( b ) Unnecessary specific provisions for computer records

3.64
TapperS1 suggests that special provisions for
computerised records may be unnecessary. Furthermore, he
points out that section 5 of the 1968 Act does not build in
the element required of other categories of permitted,
reliable, second-hand hearsay, namely personal knowledge of
the information put in, which is the area most easily
recognised as the source of inaccuracy of computer held
information.52
T h e s e points w e r e t a k e n up i n t h e
recommendations of t h e Scottish Law Commission (and
implemented in the Civil Evidence (Scotland) Act 1988) which
accords n o special, separate treatment to statements
produced as computer records.
It does not distinguish
between computerised records and other business records.
The definition of document which it adopted was drawn
sufficiently widely to embrace computerised records.

51. C. Tapper,

52-

Ibid.,

op. cit., p. 395.

p. 396.
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( c ) Evidence entirely generated by computers
A particular problem which computers pose for the
3.65
traditional method of testing evidence is that, by the
nature of things computers cannot, of course, give direct
oral evidence. The provisions of section 5 and the rules of
court which render identified persons concerned in the
management, supply of information to and running of the
computer operations, liable t o be called as witnesses,
cannot overcome in some situations the absence of any person

who might be examined as to the element in the evidence
generated entirely by the computer.

3.66

Similarities between the problem of testing the

accuracy of computer records, and statements produced by
other complex (though not computerised) technology is
demonstrated by the case of Sapporo Maru (Owners) v. Statue
of Liberty (Owners).53 In this case two vessels collided on
the Thames. A shore station had recorded the echoes of the
two vessels on a radar film strip. The court held that the
film strip was admissible and not subject to the hearsay
rule. The radar records were produced mechanically not by a
computer: the evidence was original and it was neither
within the knowledge of any individual person nor was it the
result of the intervention of any person.

In another case, Castle v. Cross,54 the printout
was that of a mechanical intoximeter device which was partly
computer controlled.
The court equated computer and
3.67

53- Cl9681 1 W.L.R.

739.

54- [1984] 1 W.L.R.

1372.
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mechanically produced printouts and relying on Cross,5 5
applied the common law presumption that, in the absence of
contrary evidence, mechanical instruments were in order when
used. The printouts were held to be admissible evidence.
This presumption in favour of regular operation which
applies to mechanical devices may, eventually, be extended
to computer driven operations as the two types of operations
come to be regarded in the same way.

3.68
The Scottish Law Commission considered that
original information generated by a computer should be
treated in the same way as that generated by any other
complex machinery.

(d) Admissibility and authentication of evidence

3.69
The provisions of section 5 have also been said to
confuse two different issues inherent in the nature of
written documentation: the admissibility of a document and
its authentication.
It has been proposed57 that the
outdated and inappropriate nature of the procedural
safeguards required f o r computer generated documents should
be replaced by clear authentication requirements for such
documents.
Such requirements would address the need for
proof that the contents of the record have not been altered
improperly, that the information originated from its
purported source, and that extraneous information added to
the record, such as a date, is accurate.

S.

(5th ed., 1979), p. 47.
Scot. Law Com. No. 100 (1986). para. 3.66.

57. C. Reed. op cit. p.16.
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(v) Grounds of unavailability
3.70
It has been suggested that the grounds on which the
maker of a hearsay statement may be excused from the
requirement t o attend and give evidence due to his
"unavailability" should be extended, bringing in new
categories of witnesses whose hearsay evidence ought to be
admissible without the other side having the right to ask
that they give oral evidence.
The New Zealand Law
for example raises for consideration the
possible expansion of the categories of unavailability to
cover witnesses who are old, young children and children who
have been the subject of sexual abuse. Whilst the witnesses
may in fact be available, the effect of the proposal would
be to treat them as unavailable for reasons of public policy
in protecting the vulnerable.

3.71
The circumstances in which unavailability per se
justifies an additional exception to the hearsay rule is a
matter which has been considered in other law reform
proposals. These are commented on further in the Appendix.
The conclusion generally drawn is that unavailability is
less of a criterion than considerations of necessity and the
likely reliability of the evidence.

Questions on the procedural safeguards

3.72
It would be particularly useful to .have information
from legal practitioners on the procedural safeguards put in
place by the 1968 Act and the rules of court, in order to

58- Preliminary Paper No. 10: Hearsay Evidence (June 1989),
paras. 21 and 53-56 in particular.
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form a n informed v i e w as to their effectiveness and
desirability.
Consultees are requested to respond to the
questions posed in Part V of this paper on this matter.
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PART IV
OPTIONS FOR REFORM

Our examination of possible reforms of the hearsay

4.1

rule has centred on analysis of two options and two other
issues which need to be dealt with whichever option f o r
reform may be preferred.
Both of the main options we
examine are further developments of the existing law. They
are
*Option 1:

Continued limited admissibility within
the framework of a simplified Civil
Evidence Act procedure, or

*Option 2:

Abolition of the exclusionary rule.

4.2
It is the use of an exclusionary rule to govern the
use of hearsay that we challenge in our second option, not
the continued need f o r an awareness of what is hearsay.
Both options would involve a statutory description of
hearsay evidence such as that which is contained in the 1968
Act.
Awareness of the hearsay nature of evidence will
obviously continue to be relevant when considering its
weight and its liability to the various testimonial dangers

The associated issues which need to be considered
as additional facets of the two main options f o r reform are

4.3

*

the safeguards which should be built into reform
under either option and
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*

the extent to which differences in certain courts
and proceedings should be allowed to continue.

4.4
Our analysis of the options and associated issues
seeks to identify the implications of reform. We have set
out in Sections A and B of this Part the advantages and
disadvantages, as we see them, of each of the main options.
They reflect two different approaches to how far the
underlying policy of the 1968 Act may be further developed.
However, the overall shape of reform and the practical
implications of the main options depend on the decisions
that a r e taken about the two associated issues, the
safeguards and the extent to which differences are to
continue to be made between courts and types of proceedings.
These associated issues are considered in Parts C and D.

A

OPTION 1: RETENTION OF THE EXCLUSIONARY RULE: REFORM OF
THE 1968 ACT

4.5
This option i s based on the premise that the
h e a r s a y r u l e a s m o d i f i e d by t h e 1 9 6 8 Act p e r f o r m s
satisfactorily, but that its operation would be improved by
reform primarily of the notification procedures.
This
option for reform within the 1968 Act structure might be
cast as follows.

4.6
(a)
The primary legislation would retain the same
approach to hearsay as it does at present; In effect the
1968 Act has changed the concept of an exclusionary rule
into a rule of admissibility as regards first-hand and
second-hand hearsay which is thought to be particularly
reliable, subject to compliance with certain procedural
safeguards designed to protect against abuse of the power to
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use hearsay evidence and the danger of surprise and
prejudice.

4.7
(b)
The notice procedure contained in the 1968 Act
would be simplified. A simplified procedure would need to
have the following elements.
(i) There should be a duty to notify the other side
of the intention to adduce (and to oppose the use of)
hearsay evidence, giving particulars.
(ii) In the case of oral hearsay, the power of the
opposing party to require attendance of the person to give
direct evidence should be retained where his attendance was
"reasonable and practicable".

4.0

(c) Additionally, it might be desirable to express
on the face of a reforming statute the purposes served by
the notification requirements.
These aims are to ensure
that hearsay statements which one party wishes to adduce are
made known to the other parties sufficiently in advance of
the trial to provide the other party with a fair opportunity
to prepare to meet it or to decide whether to require the
maker to be called.

4.9
(cl)
With this statement of purpose clearly
established, rules of court might be able to be cast in
simpler terms :

1.

This was an element in the Scottish Law Commission's
recommendations (R. 9 and para. 3.54) which was not
implemented in the 1988 Act.
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( i ) as t o t h e content o f t h e n o t i f i c a t i o n ,
information as to the maker of the statement, the grounds of
information and of belief that the statement is true and the
substance of the statement:
(ii) specifying the procedure for requiring the
maker to attend.

4.10
(e) The 1968 Act already incorporates safeguards as
to use of evidence as to credibility, costs penalties and
the d i s c r e t i o n t o a d m i t e v i d e n c e n o t w i t h s t a n d i n g
non-compliance with the notice provisions.
Section C of
this Part discusses a range of safeguards which might be
further developed within this option.

4.11
(f) The opportunity might be taken to remedy various
particular problems with the 1968 Act which have been
identified

.

Advantaqes of option
4.12

(i) It is accepted.

Despite the criticism of the

notice procedures, t h e 1968 Act with its procedural
safeguards and judicial discretion has in practice regulated
the admissibility of hearsay evidence in a way which has not
provoked complaints of injustice. The value of retaining a
familiar system is not to be underestimated.

4.13
( i i ) It g i v e s certainty t o understanding of
hearsay.
The 1968 Act was successful in simplifying to a
considerable degree the confusion of the common law rule.
It remedied most of the pr9ctical problems that had been
experienced under t h e common law r u l e and rendered
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irrelevant arguments as to whether evidence was admissible
under other rules of evidence, for example as res gestae or
as a self-serving statement.
It provides clarity by its
express provision describing the evidence of a hearsay
nature which needs to be regulated.

4.14
(iii) Advantages of prior notification of hearsay.
Prior notification has benefits to both sides.
It avoids
unnecessary costs being incurred and gives the other party
sufficient time to consider the probative value of the
evidence before the hearing.
Express reference to the
purposes of notification might further promote this benefit.

Disadvantages of option
4.15
(i) Changing attitude to exclusionary rules.
Recent developments in procedural law2 are leading away from
the policy basis on which the 1968 Act was enacted. There
is no longer agreement that relevant evidence should be
rendered inadmissible by a rule of law simply because it is
of a hearsay nature.

4.16
(ii) Cumbersome task of classification of hearsay.
The dislike of the notification procedures centres on the
need to analyse the nature and degree of hearsay in order to
provide the other side with the proper notification. Such
effort is costly in legal time given the difficulties
involved in correctly identifying and classifying hearsay.
Much hearsay evidence is uncontroversial and the effort of
classification and detailed information of the chain o r
recording of the statement is unwarranted. The option for

2.

See above, paras. 2.81-83.
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simplification of the notice procedures, either along the
lines suggested above, or along the lines recommended by the
Scottish Law Commission, does not overcome these problems.

4.17
(iii) Rules of notification are unavoidably
complex.
Despite the stated intention of the Scottish Law
Commission to set out a simplified notification procedure,
the provisions it laid down were not much simpler than those
proposed by the Law Reform Committee in 1968.
The full
complexity of the rules made under the 1968 Act did not
become apparent until they had been formulated by the
Supreme Court Rule Committee. It would be hard to prevent
rule committees responding to pressure from courts to cover
difficulties which cause problems for the court concerned.
It must be doubtful, therefore, whether the desire to
achieve simplicity (which we incorporate in this ~ p t i o n ) ~
can be realised.

4.18

(iv) Inappropriateness f o r certain t y p e s of

proceedinqs.
There are difficulties in adapting the 1968
Act for the purposes of magistrates' courts. This is shown
by the fact that the Act has still not been extended to
those courts.
Other reform of the 1968 Act
4.19
If it is considered that the 1968 Act continues to
provide the best approach to regulating the admissibility of
hearsay, it would be necessary to consider which of the
other particular problems with the Act, discussed earlier in
this Paper, should be tackled. Few of these problems have
been the subject of judicial comment, which may suggest that
~

3.

~ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~

See above, paras. 4.7-4.9.
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t h e y are n o t issues over w h i c h there i s a large or
widespread concern in practice.

4.20
The points (not all of which are compatible) which
might need to be reviewed concern

(a) r e l a x a t i o n o f t h e conditions regulating t h e
admissibility of business records,
(b) removal of the special provisions relating to
computerised records,
(c) r e c o g n i t i o n of t h e need t o p r o v i d e f o r t h e
admissibility of evidence generated entirely by
computer or other sophisticated processes,
(d) introduction of a provision requiring personal
knowledge of the likely degree of reliability of
the working of the computer or of the accuracy of
input and other relevant factors in the maintenance
of the system and its output,
(e) provision f o r t h e authentication of

computer

records,
(f)

provision for the admissibility of hearsay evidence

of the absence of a record,
(9) elaboration of

the statutory guidance concerning

the weight of hearsay evidence,
(h) review of the accepted categories of unavailability
excusing the attendance of the maker of the hearsay
statement,
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( i ) duplication of notice requirements in the light of
the new provisions for prior exchange of experts'
evidence and witness statements,
(j) review of the rules relating to the use of hearsay
in affidavits.

4.21
The views of consultees are invited on which of
these particular points ought to be addressed, in the event
that reform of the Civil Evidence Act 1968 were to be the
option eventually preferred.

B

OPTION 2: ABOLITION OF THE EXCLUSIONARY RULE

4.22
The Civil Evidence (Scotland) Act 1988
Act") provides a precedent for this option.
It
many of the points which have been discussed as
problems with the present law.
It has the
features.

("the 1988
deals with
particular
following

4.23
(a) Abolition of the exclusionary rule. The 1988
Act abolished the exclusionary rule. In this way Parliament
has indicated its view that it is no longer acceptable in
principle to have a general rule which excludes relevant
evidence solely because of its hearsay nature.

4.24
(b) Both first-hand and multiple hearsay are
admissible. The Act puts an end to the need to distinguish
for the purposes of admissibility between first-hand and

4.

See above, paras. 2.81-83.
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multiple hearsay, and the need to identify the successive
links in a chain involved in the creation of records.

4.25
(c) Oral and documentary hearsay and assertive
conduct. All statements adduced as representations of fact
are covered by the definition of "statement" contained in
section 9 of the 1988 Act.5
For all practical purposes,
this puts an end to the debate whether assertive conduct is,
or should be treated as, hearsay.6 The 1988 Act does not,
however, make clear whether it was intended to alter the
common law rules as to the admissibility of evidence of
opinion. It might be advisable to state that reform does
not affect rules as to admissibility other than in relation
to its hearsay element.

4.26
(d) No requirement of notification.
The Act does
not require any notification of the intention to use hearsay
evidence.
The purposes of notification have been
discussed.
In deciding not to require prior notification,
the 1988 Act may, in theory, have increased the possibility
of unfair surprise at the trial and the danger that
weaknesses in hearsay statements will not be discovered.
These dangers may be partly offset by the procedural rules
designed to achieve pre-trial exchange of evidence. We also
canvass other possible safeguards which would address this
potential hazard.

5 - Scot. Law Com. No. 100 (1986), para. 3.60.
6-

See above, paras. 2.8-2.11

7-

See above, para. 3.51.

8- See below, Section C of this Part.
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4.27

(e) Minimal judicial discretion.

The court is not

given the power to refuse to admit evidence solely on the
grounds that it is hearsay, nor to delay its admissibility
for the purposes of insisting that an available witness
whose statement is challenged attend and give direct oral
evidence. Some element of discretion is retained, however,
particularly in relation to the power to allow additional
witnesses to attend.

(f) Elementary safeguards: power to call additional
In the course of passage of the Bill the
Government stressed that the power to call additional
witnesses was the preferable way of taking account of the
desire to ensure that a witness whom it is reasonable and
practicable to call is in fact called if his hearsay
statement is challenged.
It was also thought that this
power would address the tactical issues parties should weigh
in deciding whether to adduce hearsay statements where oral
evidence was practicable.
4.28

witnesses.

4.29
Consideration should be given to the manner in
which such additional witnesses are called. Where it is the
party who has objected to the use of a hearsay statement who
wants the witness to give oral evidence, it is inappropriate
for that party to be the one who calls the witness. He will
want to be able to cross-examine the person both as to the
accuracy of the statement and his credibility as a witness.
It would be more appropriate in such situations for the
analogy of the procedure for affidavit evidence to be
adopted.
On this the witness would be treated as being

9.

S e e Official Report (H.C.) of the First Scottish
Standing Committee on the Civil Evidence (Scotland) Bill
21 June 1988, (second sitting) cols. 39-55.
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tendered for cross-examination (and re-examination if
necessary) by the party who put in his statement.
Where it
is the party who has tendered the statement who decides,
perhaps in the face of a strong challenge by the other side,
to call his witness, this difficulty does not arise.

(9) No statutory guidance as to weight.
The
4.30
approach adopted in the 1988 Act is that it would be
impracticable to give statutory guidance and that the matter
should be left to the court to determine as it sees fit, as
it does with the weighing of all other evidence which is
tested for probative value.

4.31

(h) No special provisions for computer records.

The criticism of the present provisions concerning computer
generated evidence have been discussed.1°
The 1988 Act
provides no special reference, but ensures that t h e
definition of records extends to computer held and generated
output. Accordingly, it assumes that in essence computer
held and computer generated records and documents are no
different from any others.

4.32

(i) Application to all civil courts and tribunals.

The 1988 Act achieves simplification by rationalising the
approach of all forms of tribunals and inquiries in applying
the same (non-) rule concerning hearsay.

Advantages of abolition
4.33

(i) Simplicity.

T h e main advantage of this

lo- See above, paras. 3.61-69.
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option is its simplicity.
The rules of evidence would
become simpler to understand, for practitioners, courts and
litigants alike. The need to classify the precise nature of
the h e a r s a y e v i d e n c e and to a n a l y s e c o r r e c t l y t h e
combination of forms of hearsay which are often combined in
one statement would be overcome by abolition of the
exclusionary rule.
It is partly the impossibility of
simplifying the rule which generates the calls for its
abolition.

4.34
(ii) Concentration on the substantive issues.
In
care proceedings, courts have for a long time made clear
their disapproval of the taking of technical points in
r e l a t i o n t o h e a r s a y evidence.ll
Abolition o f the
exclusionary rule would simply reinforce this judge-led
development. It acknowledges not only judicial disapproval

of parties generating additional costs on matters which are
not really in dispute, but also the awareness that the
taking of technical points distracts concentration from the
real issues being litigated.
In this way reform would
eliminate a tactical ploy.

4.35
The Scottish Law Commission were of the firm
opinion that the arguments against hearsay did not justify
the retention of a general rule of inadmissibility.
They
recommended that the exclusion of relevant evidence on the
grounds of hearsay should itself be the exception not the
rule.12

In the passage of the Civil Evidence (Scotland)

11- Humberside Count Council v. R. [1977] 1 W.L.R.
1255 per Lord WidYgery C.J., (D.C.).

1251,

12. 9. cit., para. 3.37.
However, they did qualify their
recommendation by proposing certain safeguards, paras.
3.43-3.52.
These were not adopted.
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Act 1988, the Government went even further than the
Commission recommended in confirming the basic attitude that
inadmissibility of relevant evidence on the grounds that it
was hearsay was no longer regarded as justifiable.
Thus
abolition enables the court to consider more, relevant
evidence, and to analyse the weight of all evidence in a
consistent way, whether it is hearsay or not.

4.36
(iii) Professional common sense.
Reform on this
model reflects the common sense judgment that no party would
willingly put forward hearsay evidence if better direct
evidence were available, and that this consideration would
in practice ensure that abolition of the rule would not be
abused.
In 1978 the Law Reform Commission of New South
Wales in its Report on Hearsay Evidence,13 when considering
the merits of abolition as a possible reform, commented

"Those who have favoured abolition stressed the
artificiality of excluding hearsay evidence, and the
interruption and confusion suffered by witnesses as a
result. Everyone is accustomed to having hearsay
information when making day-to-day decisions, some of
great importance, in his private o r business affairs,
and everyone is accustomed to assessing the reliability
of such information... No sensible litigant and
certainly no competent advocate, would call weak
evidence if stronger evidence were available, or expose
his case to ridicule by multiplying valueless hearsay
repetitions of a statement."

4.37
A similar belief that commonsense Lould prevail
without the need for an exclusionary rule was also apparent
in the debates during the passage of the Civil Evidence
(Scotland) Bill which led to the 1988 Act. It was said that
it should be for the parties to decide which evidence has

13- Report No. 29, para. 1.3.3.
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the greatest weight and to adduce it.14
If hearsay is used
the parties take the risk that a court may consider that it
has less weight.
In practice, parties will only resort to
the use of hearsay where it is the best evidence they can
find.

4.38
(iv) Minimising judicial discretion. To those who
fear reform of evidence law which confers a substantial
element of judicial discretion, t h i s model holds an
additional advantage in that the scope for judicial
discretion is minimised. Such discretion, it is said, is a
hindrance to parties in preparing for trial and determining
which evidence to adduce, causing uncertainty and wasted
costs.

Disadvantages of abolition
4.39
(i) Danqer of re-invention of the rule under
another guise.
In its 1978 Report on the Rule against
Hearsay the Law Reform Commission of New South Wales was
cautious about recommending abolition of the rule. It said
that: "Our caution is motivated as much by the fear that such
a drastic reform would be ineffective in practice, as by
c o n c e r n about t h e risks t r a d i t i o n a l l y u r g e d i n
opposition t o hearsay evidence.
Courts are
characteristically conservative....
Attempts at
wide-ranging reform which leave the courts without
precise directions may only result in old rules and
practices reappearing in a new guise, If the law gave
no guidance on when hearsay evidence should be received
or acted on, judges and magistrates who are conditioned
to reject or scorn it would probably develop new rules
a n d practices t o protect t h e c o u r t s a g a i n s t a n
apprehended flood of valueless evidence....
If the

14. Hansard (H.C.), 16th May 1988, vol. 133, col. 747.
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admissibility of hearsay evidence were left to the
discretion of the courts, many old rules and attitudes
might well surface as guides to the exercise. of the
discretion. If there were no discretion to reject, the
arguments would be transferred to issues either of
relevance or of weight, and again the apparently simple
reform might turn out in practice not to bp5as sweeping
or as practicable as had been anticipated."

4.40
If there were to be no additional element of
structured judicial discretion, the danger of judges
re-inventing, or inventing a new exclusionary rule to
replace, the hearsay rule might need to be taken into
consideration. These points are addressed in Section C.

4.41
(ii) Suggesting increased approval of use of
hearsay evidence.
It would be misleading if abolition of
the rule were to suggest that courts no longer disapprove of
the use of hearsay evidence.

C

SAFEGUARDS

4.42
As part of our terms of reference, we are asked to
consider, whether or not the exclusionary rule is to be
r e t a i n e d , w h a t if any s a f e g u a r d s a r e r e q u i r e d i n
circumstances where evidence which is adduced is of a
hearsay nature. Different safeguards might be required for
example for documentary and oral evidence. The question of
which, if any, safeguards should be built into any reform is
relevant to both the options considered above.

Report No. 29, para. 1.3.3.
The Commission subsequently
adopted the recommendations for the form of the hearsay
rule proposed in the Final Report of the Australian Law
Reform Commission, No. 38 Evidence (1987), referred to
further below: Appendix 6.27-31.
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4.43
G i v e n t h e s o m e t i m e s c o m p e t i n g d e s i r e s for
simplicity and fairness, consultees are invited to consider
which o f the safeguards would be most effective in
preventing abuse of the power to use hearsay evidence and
whether safeguards are necessary where hearsay is already
admissible.

(i) Evidence as to credibility
4.44
We have commented abovel6 o n the provisions
regarding the power to adduce evidence reflecting on the
credibility of makers of hearsay statements.
These
safeguards were incorporated in both the 1968 Act and the
1988 Act and are thus common to both options. They provide
a substantive safeguard in that they alter the scope of what
would otherwise be regarded as relevant evidence (evidence
as to credibility is generally inadmissible) and act as a
deterrent to tactical abuse of the power to use hearsay.

(ii) Power to lead additional witnesses
4.45

This element of the abolition option has been

commented on above.17

Whilst questions of order at trial

may be largely treated as procedural matters, the power to
lead o r to call for the purpose of cross-examining an
additional witness would be a change of some significance
requiring express provision.

16. See above, para. 2.49.
17- See above, paras. 4.28-29.
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(iii)

Restriction of use of hearsay evidence where it is
reasonable and practicable for witness to attend

4.46
This is of particular importance where oral hearsay
evidence is adduced. A major justification for the hearsay
rule is its support for the requirement to adduce the best
evidence. One safeguard which has been considered by most
bodies contemplating reform of the rule is that hearsay
should not be used where it is reasonable and practicable
for the witness to attend.
Most recently it has been
incorporated in the recommendations of the Scottish Law
Commission (though rejected by the Government) and in the
proposals of the Law Reform Advisory Committee for Northern
Ireland. l8

4.47
Considerations of "reasonableness" reflect such
factors as the importance of the evidence to the facts in
issue and the likely delay and cost of adducing direct
evidence. Consideration of the availability of the witness
w o u l d be t a k e n a c c o u n t o f i n c o n s i d e r i n g t h e
"practicability" of calling him.
It might be necessary to
consider the most appropriate criteria - "reasonableness"
and "practicability" - slightly further, however, as neither
term would appear to acknowledge the superior reliability of
many categories of records over direct oral evidence which
have generated common law and statutory exceptions exempting
t h e need f o r direct oral evidence.
Any reform which
restricted the parties' rights under the present law to
adduce written documentation without having to call the
maker (who might be available) might be considered a
backward step, given the ever increasing reliance in civil
proceedings on documentation and records.

18- See below, Appendix, para.6.48;

5 -31-5.33, 5.38.
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Discussion Paper, paras.

(iv) Guidelines on weight of hearsay

4.48
A structured approach building on the present
provisions might be adopted to make clear the sort of
factors which a court would be directed to take into
consideration in weighing hearsay evidence.
The explicit
statement of such factors would also provide helpful
guidance for practitioners.
The matters set out below are
an illustration of what might be relevant to be included
within such an approach.
In determining the weight of
evidence courts could be alerted to the need to consider in
the case of contested hearsay evidence,
( a ) the r e a s o n s why t h e m a k e r of a hearsay
statement has not attended, including whether it would have
been reasonable or practicable to require the party to
produce the witness and the cost of producing direct oral
evidence in relation to the importance of the fact in issue,
(b) whether the hearsay statement provides the only

or the best available evidence of a fact in dispute,
(c) whether the other side has been notified of the
purport of the statement and given sufficient details of the
maker or process of its recording, to enable checks to be
made prior to t h e hearing, and t o appreciate the
significance of the document,
(d) whether there is any cause to suspect that the
maker of the statement had any motive to misrepresent or
c o n c e a l facts, a n d whether any e v i d e n c e a s t o t h e
credibility of the maker of the hearsay statement has been
adduced and

(e) the extent to which the statement is an edited
account or made under legal advice, and whether created
contemporaneously or in contemplation of proceedings.
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4.49
The Scottish Law Commission, however, doubted the
efficacy of statutory directions as to weight:
"It may b e suggested that this problem (lack of
opportunity to cross-examine) could be met by some
statutory direction that the court should attach little
or no weight to hearsay in appropriate circumstances.
However, we doubt whether this would always achieve a
useful result.
In some cases it would only be if the
person alleged to have made the statement had been
examined in relation to it that the court would really
have any adequate material on which to decide what
weight should be given to it."lg

( v ) Costs rules and penalties

4.50
We referred earlier to the increasing trend in
recent years to promote reforms of court procedures which
reduce unnecessary costs.
The Law Reform Committee's
recommendations led to the inclusion of a rule specifically
designed to discourage the taking of unjustified objections
t o hearsay notices. A range of penalties further developing

the effectiveness of the costs sanction might be devised.
More recent examples of the use of costs sanctions have been
described20 in the manner of implementing the Civil Justice
Review's procedural recommendations.

4.51
Consultees are invited to consider what further
development o f costs sanctions might b e provided a s
safeguards against the abuse of the power to use, or to
challenge, hearsay evidence.

(vi) Safeguards by judicial control
4.52

Consultees are invited to consider by reference to

l9- Scot. Law Com. No. 100 (1986), para. 3.38.
20. See above, para. 2.82.
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the questions below, the extent to which the court should be
able to exercise a discretionary control over the use of
hearsay evidence.

(a) Should there be judicial discretion to exclude evidence
on the grounds that it is repetitive of facts of which
t h e r e is other evidence or is otherwise of little
probative value?

4.53
The danger that the court would have to listen
unnecessarily to anecdotal evidence without specific power
to exclude it was a matter expressly referred to in the
comments of the Chancery judges when responding to the Civil
Justice Review on the issue of hearsay.
Although courts
appear already to have such a power through their inherent
power to control proceedings before them, specific statutory
provisions might encourage its use. A discretion to exclude
might also be used in situations as where, for example, the
hearsay statement was made by a person who i s giving
evidence at the trial and whose former statement adds
nothing to that testimony. This discretion ought, arguably,
to extend not only to hearsay evidence, but to all evidence
which is of little probative value if it appears to the
court that the purpose for which it is adduced has already
been covered by other evidence, and that it adds nothing to
that other evidence.
The aim of this power to exclude
unnecessary evidence would be to limit the length of
proceedings, ensuring quality, not quantity of evidence.

4.54
A similar p o i n t has b e e n c o v e r e d i n o t h e r
jurisdictions. For example, Rule 403 of the U . S . Federal
Code provides that evidence which is otherwise admissible
(which includes hearsay, but applies generally) may be
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excluded if

...

"its probative value is substantially outweighed by
considerations of undue delay, waste of time, or
needless presentation of cumulative evidence".

(b) Should t h e r e be j u d i c i a l d i s c r e t i o n to e x c l u d e
statements made in contemplation of litigation?
4.55
Another factor which might be relevant to the
exercise of discretion could be whether the statement was
made in contemplation of litigation and under legal advice.
This was a factor taken into account by the Scottish Law
Commission in recommending that precognitions should not be
admissible.21 The use of previous statements as evidence of
the facts stated was the sole matter on which the Law Reform
Committee divided in its recommendations.
As referred to
above22 no special provision was included in the 1968
reforms on this point, but it was the one sticking point in
the 1988 Act.

(c) Should there be judicial control over the admissibility
o f the previous statements of witnesses?
4.56

The Law Reform Committee were unanimous in the need

for judicial discretion, most particularly in the situation
where a witness is giving evidence and one party wishes to
put in a previous statement, either confirming his testimony
or inconsistent with it, Where the previous statement was
consistent, the need for discretion was related to the
desire to avoid the proliferation of evidence.
Where the
evidence was inconsistent, courts were concerned with the

21- Scot. Law Com. No. 100 (1986), para. 3.57.
2 2 - Para. 2.28.
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E

abuse of the right to admit evidence to overcome the failure
of the witness to come up to proof.
The retention of
discretion on this point would be appropriate in the event
that the rule excluding previous consistent statements were
to be retained despite abolition of the exclusionary r ~ l e . ~ 3

D

CONSIDERATION OF WHETHER ALL COURTS AND ALL
PROCEEDINGS CAN UNIFORMLY APPLY THE SAME HEARSAY
PROVISIONS.

4.57
It may be unavoidable that some courts or
proceedings should have different provisions as to the
admissibility of hearsay evidence.
If so it would be
necessary to provide exceptions to any preferred option for
reform to take account of this.

4.58

A consistent advantage of applying the same reform
to all courts is the public confidence generated by
awareness that such courts apply the generally accepted
rules of evidence.
It eliminates an anomaly and removes
unnecessary difficulties for legal advisers operating in
different courts.
It helps to avoid forum shopping which
may arise simply because of the fear of the unfamiliarity
with the rules of evidence which the court will apply. So
to each of the advantages mentioned below in relation to the
application of either of the main options should be added
this advantage.

23- See above, paras. 2.71-2.72.
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(i)

Magistrates' Courts

A major advantage of the abolition option for
4.59
magistrates' courts lies in the simplification of the rule
o f evidence which it would secure.
It avoids the
complication of judicial discretion as to admissibility, and
if coupled with guidance as to the weighing of hearsay might
provide valuable assistance to magistrates.

4.60
If, on the other hand, reform of the 1968 Act were
to be favoured, the experience of operating the Civil
Evidence Acts 1968 and 1972 would provide some benefits of
experience and familiarity as to how the inclusionary
discretion operates. Refinement and simplification of the
notification requirements might help to remedy the main
defect of the present law.

4.61
The similarities between the administrative
functions performed by magistrates in licensing matters and
those of other administrative tribunals which are not
subject to the strict rules of evidence, may suggest that it
is necessary to preserve the freedom of this jurisdiction
f r o m constraints as to admitting hearsay evidence.

( ii )

Family Proceedings

4.62
The policy underlying the Children Act 1989,
section 96 and the 1990 Order demonstrates concern to
protect the ability of the courts hearing children
proceedings to hear relevant evidence which might otherwise
be excluded by the hearsay rule. Statute has now endorsed
the position which had been developing de facto in family
proceedings over a long period, led by the influence and
guidance of the wardship court.
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Advantages of abolition of the exclusionary rule
4.63
It would seem to be particularly important to
preserve the position secured by the Children Act 1989 in
any wider reform of the hearsay rule.
If abolition is
favoured, that would of course render special provision for
family proceedings unnecessary. The wardship court provides
a useful precedent of non-application of the rule coupled
with careful guidance as to the weighing of evidence of a
hearsay nature which might prove a useful starting point in
considering the value of guidelines applicable in other
courts.

4.64
If other safeguards were to be added, the
applicability of these safeguards to family proceedings
would need to be tested against the criterion as to whether
they added to or detracted from the ability of the courts to
perform the more inquisitorial role demanded of them as well
as the more common considerations as to whether such
safeguards would add unnecessarily to cost and delay. The
desire to avoid unnecessary complexity would suggest, for
example, that notification procedures are otiose in family
proceedings which are generally (except in magistrates'
courts) conducted on affidavit evidence.
In proceedings
under the Children Act, it is proposed to provide for the
exchange of witness statements at all levels of court.24

Reform of the 1968 Act
4.65
There would be considerable disadvantages in
seeking to apply even a reformed exclusionary rule to
children proceedings.
This -would mark a retreat from the

24. Joint Consultation on the Draft Children Act Rules.
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policy of the Children Act 1989 which commanded a large
measure of support and arose from considerable unease
following & v. g and 5 v.
at the prospect of returning to
the application of the 1968 Act.

4.66
A further disadvantage of reforming rather than
abolishing the exclusionary rule, is that it would be
necessary to consider widening the ambit of the abrogation
of the hearsay rule to cover not just children proceedings
but other family proceedings, for the reasons mentioned
earlier25 as to the essential similarity and overlap of
hearings to determine issues relevant to both adults and
children.

4.67 - Reference has been made to the possible expansion
of the definition of an "unavailable" witness in the 1968
Act as a way of enabling hearsay to be put before the court.
This might provide a means for ensuring that evidence by
children is admissible, without the fear of exposing them to
the trauma of attending court and giving evidence. However
u n l e s s the boundaries o f first hand hearsay were
s i g n i f i c a n t l y expanded t o cover, f o r e x a m p l e ,
video-recorded evidence and unless the difficulty posed by
the non-competence of young children to give sworn evidence
were overcome, it would appear that this device would be of
limited assistance, and might provoke much argument on
evidential technicalities.

(iii)

Courts to which the strict rules of evidence do not
apply

4.68

We have referred to the existence of courts and

25- See above, paras. 3.43-47.
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tribunals to which the strict rules of evidence do not
apply. The reasons for their freedom differ but relate to a
common theme that the task imposed on the court, whether by
statute or as the result of case law or inherently,
necessitates the court or tribunal adopting a less
legalistic form of procedure that allows evidence to be
heard which might not be admissible under the strict rules.
It is not within our terms of reference to consider the
question of the approach to procedural rules adopted by
tribunals.
We would only comment that the recent
developments in trial procedure which are happening in the
civil courts are moving in the direction which tribunals
have already secured and that it seems most unlikely that
any imposition of the strict rules of evidence would be
considered suitable to the procedure of such tribunals.

4.69

For this reason we consider that option 1 (reform

of the 1968 Act) could not be appropriate for these courts,
nor could the introduction of elaborate safeguards which
light be unduly restrictive of the procedural approaches
adopted by these courts and tribunals. The abolition of the
exclusionary rule in Scotland effected by the 1988 Act does,
on the other hand, extend that reform to virtually all
tribunals, inquiries, arbitrations and other forms of
adjudication.

(iv) Arbitration

4.70
It has been suggested that there is strong support
for freeing arbitrations from the constraints of the strict
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rules of evidence.26
Abolition of the exclusionary rule
would go some way towards achieving that desire, whereas
reform of the 1968 Act would not.

4.71

Consultation Issues

Consultees are requested to consider the questions
posed in Part V of this paper concerning magistrates'
courts, family proceedings, arbitration and the scope of
civil proceedings. 27

2 6 - Letter (dated 19 January 1990) from Mr Justice Steyn,
Chairman of the Departmental Committee on Arbitration
Law, to Law Commission.
27- Questions 7-11.
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PART V
PROVISIONAL CONCLUSIONS

5.1
There can be little doubt that the rule excluding
hearsay is the most confusing of the rules of evidence,
posing difficulties for courts, practitioners and witnesses
alike.
Because litigants need to know in advance what
evidence they should assemble, it is of particular
importance that the rules should be as easy to understand
and to apply as is possible whilst continuing to serve the
aims of evidence law. Any reform of the hearsay rule which
succeeded in improving the clarity of understanding of its
purpose and the manner in which it is to be applied would do
much to improve evidence law as a whole.

5.2
Of all the arguments for and against the hearsay
rule, and the discussion of the aims which it serves, the
most weighty is the support it gives to the right to
cross-examine.
Cross-examination is seen as the best
safeguard yet devised to assist courts in assessing the true
probative value of evidence.
But the form o f the
exclusionary rule and the exceptions and procedures which
have been devised have proved to be ineffective in many
different ways.
It is inherent in the nature of an
exclusionary rule that it may in important circumstances
operate to exclude the best, the most relevant and the most
necessary evidence.
The exceptions which have developed
have demonstrated the limitations of a non-discretionary
rule and the procedures for notification have only served to
demonstrate the continuing difficulty which courts and
practitioners have in correctly identifying in advance the
hearsay nature of evidence.
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5.3
On the other hand, it is important to maintain
awareness of the dangers of courts misunderstanding the
probative value of hearsay evidence and some form of
safeguard may be necessary to perpetuate widespread
recognition of such dangers. The safeguards need to alert
those involved in court proceedings to the dangers
exacerbated by loss of the opportunity to cross-examine and
the danger that parties may come to exploit tactical
advantages by resorting to hearsay rather than direct
evidence.

5.4
Our provisional view is that the weaknesses of the
exclusionary rule against hearsay cannot be remedied just by
way of a clearer explanation of the present law: the present
law is irremediably difficult to understand and explain to
the wide audience that is expected to comply with it.
Secondly, we consider that there is a role for judicial
discretion in the application of rules of evidence and that
reform of the hearsay rule must retain this flexibility,
despite the cost in terms of certainty which it does entail.
Thirdly, we also consider that it is not justifiable to
exclude relevant evidence solely because it is of a hearsay
nature and that the interests of justice may be better
served by providing the court with all the relevant
information necessary to make an informed decision.

5.5
These factors have influenced our approach to the
possible ways in which the rule could be reformed. In Part
IV we have .analysed two main options and two associated
issues which we consider are most relevant in any reform of
the rule. We have considered the way that other common law
jurisdictions have approached reform of the hearsay rule and
the differing dividing lines that have been drawn between
categories of admissible and non-admissible hearsay. Whilst
we have chosen to concentrate on two possible options for
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reform, we include in an Appendix to this paper an outline
of the present law and law reform proposals in those other
countries.

PROVISIONAL RECOMMENDATION

5.6
Our provisional recommendation is that the best
option for reform is abolition of the exclusionary rule, but
that there should be some elementary and simple safeguards
against abuse of the power to adduce hearsay. Consultees are
invited to comment on the two options and the issues as to
safeguards and the courts and proceedings to which reform
should apply.

SUMMARY OF CONSULTATION ISSUES
5.7
We invite t h e assistance of consultees i n
addressing the following matters.

*

The Models for Reform

(1) Should reform of the hearsay rule be by way of reform of
the 1968 Act (Option 1) or by abolition of the exclusionary
rule (Option 2)?
(2) If reform of the 1968 Act is to be preferred, which of
the particular problems with the Act which have surfaced
ought to be addressed, in addition to the main complaint as
to notification procedures?l

See above, paras. 3.50-3.71.
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*

Safeguards

(3) Are any safeguards needed at all for documentary, or
oral, hearsay statements? If they are, given the sometimes
competing desires for simplicity and fairness, which of the
suggested safeguards would be most effective?
(4) What further development of costs sanctions might be
provided as safeguards against abuse of the power to use or
challenge hearsay evidence?
(5) If the hearsay rule is to be reformed what should happen
t o the rule against the previous self serving statements of
witnesses?

(6) To what extent should the court be able to exercise
control over the use of hearsay evidence?2 In particular,

( a ) Should t h e r e be j u d i c i a l discretion
superfluous or time wasting statements?

t o exclude

( b ) Should the leave of the court be retained where it is
sought to adduce previous consistent statements or any
previous statements made in comtemplation of l i t i g a t i ~ n ? ~

*

Application to all Courts and Proceedings

(7) Are there any special considerations relevant solely to
magistrates' courts' civil jurisdiction (apart from their
family and licensing proceedings) which suggest the need for
a different rule as to hearsay or different safeguards from
those which would apply to other courts?

2-

See above, paras. 4.53-4.56.

3-

See above, paras. 2.71-2.72.
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(8) If reform of hearsay were to be by reform of the 1968
Act rather than abolition, should the provisions of the 1990
Order be preserved and extended to other categories of
family proceedings?
(9) Is there any further need to retain the distinction
between the wardship court's approach to hearsay and that
which is to be applied by the other courts under the 1990
Order?
(10) Should arbitration proceedings continue to be bound by
the strict rules of evidence as to hearsay (unless waived by
agreement) in the same way as other civil proceedings unless
the parties agree otherwise?
(11) Are there any respects in which the identity of courts
or proceedings which are or are not governed by the civil
rules of evidence needs to be clarified?

Questions on the procedural safeguards contained in the
1968 Act

It would be particularly useful to have information from
legal practitioners on the following points concerning
the procedural safeguards put in place by the 1968 Act
and the rules of court, in order to construct an
informed view on the effectiveness of the present scheme
of rules.

(12) At what stage in the preparation for trial do you
consider the need to serve hearsay notices?
(13) Do you seek agreement with the other side as to
admissibility of hearsay statements in the way set out in
the rules, or do you use a different, less formal approach?
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(14) To what extent does the likelihood of the other party
being unrepresented or not legally represented affect the
manner in which notification of hearsay, or challenge to the
use of hearsay, is handled?
(15) Are the difficulties in complying with the notification
requirements due to difficulties in foreseeing the use of
oral or written hearsay at the trial, or in correctly
categorising evidence by reference to its hearsay features?
(16) How often does it happen that in the course of giving
oral evidence at trial a witness gives unexpected hearsay
evidence?
(17) From your experience, to what extent are the present
rules under C.C.R.

Order 20 and R . S . C .

Order 38 observed?

(18) What is your view as to the relevance and practicality
of those rules and their importance to regulating the use of
hearsay evidence?
( 1 9 ) Does compliance with the provisions of the Act in
practice generate difficulties or cost or delay?

*

Other Matters

(20) Is there a need to eliminate inconsistencies and areas
of overlap between the notice provisions under the 1968 Act
and other rules relating to pre-trial exchange of evidence
and affidavit evidence?l

*

(21) We invite views on any other points which we may

have overlooked or which consultees may consider need to be
further developed.
~~

4-

See above, paras. 2.78-2.83 and 3.55.
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6.1

This

hearsay &&me

ApEEIfjix

prwides an

overvi&y

is regulated in other

of the

c ~ l ~ ~ ll ao w
n

IlmxY2r i
n whi&
jurisdictims: the

United Statas of America, Canaaa, A u s t r a l i a , New Zealand, I d a n d ,
Scotland and Northern Ireland. The annm l a w origins and develcpmt
of the hearsay rule are the sane for a l l these jurisdictims. As this
has k e n described in part I1 of t
h
e
m it is r u t repeated m. W e
lodc at t h e present l a w and, w k r e qlicable, at Enaposals made by l a w
reform bodies i n t h o s e j u r i s d i c t i o n s for reform. W e c o n s i d e r
particular features of r%=entcase l a w and statuintenentim which
identify differeroes between thDse juridictims.

6.2

Codification of eviderce l a w began i n the United States of

Bmrica i n 1939, and in 1945 a p r q c e d W x b l code of Evidexe ("the
lvlodel C d e ' ' ) was published by the American. Law Institute. It Fnoposed

t o preserve the exclusionary rule against hearsay evidence, t o
a nmkr of acpcess exepticms and to dqt a m w definitim
of hearsay m w e r i r g a l l active and passive cuxkict, both vwkal and

As regards the m m s , the W d e l code Fnoposed a w i d e r
m--.
aceptim lencaerirg admissible previcus ansistent and inmnsistent
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statements by the witness as tNth of their contents. Hearsay
statements would also be admissible where the declarant was
unmailable, or present ard subjezt to cmss-ticn.
'Ihe term
"unavailable" was d e f W in a way which vnnt beycna the corrmc~llaw
interpretatim, taking in such issues as privilege anl the relamnce of
oonsideraticrs such as the eqense and hxnveniof procurirg the
preservz of the witIE?ss. Many of the ather exceptions followed fran
the CamKn law precedents.

6.3
The Model Code was not inplemnted, but was the basis for
oonsideraticns which led to the eventual a&ptkn of the Federal code
of mi-.
particular p i n t s cn w h i c h the Federal code aaCptea a
more cautious approach concerned the admissibility of previous
statements by witnesses, anl the use of a widely defined gnund of
unavailability as sufficient justification for admitting hearsay
evidenz.

Federal code

6.4

The U n i t e d States has ccdified the rule against hearsay as

part of a code applyirg to civil and criminal

*

whichgwerns

Federal Ccurts and oourts exerCisirg Federal jurisdicticn ("the Federal

code"). lrhre than half of the S t a t e s have also ad3pted the Federal code
or a modified m i c n of the c ~ d einto their state legislatirn.1 he
F e d e r a l c o d e h a s b e n h ~ n . pted
~ 3 into the r e v i d uniform w
e
5
3 of

Evidervz (1974).

The FederdL code &opted with

Same significant rmdificattonS
code approach. It affinwd the exclusicnary rule against
hearsay, defined its scope a d listed the -sed
exceptions. The
definitim of hearsay it aaoptea &parted f m the anmn law to the

6.5
the

1.

*&

CX-I

mi-

(3rd ed., 1984), preface page vii.
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extent that the code aqlicitly excepted from the &it
of the rule
certain types of staterlent such as &nissicns against interest and sone
prior s t a w t s of w-i.
It -W
the canmn law positicn
~ mt make a
that parties CaJld agree to waive the rule: a p a r t y w l ~dDes
timely objectim to hearsay cannot anplain about its adhnission.2
Despite the desire to codlify all the reJm3nised€xcepticns, the code
also provides for the admission of hearsay not covered by those
admissibility is justified on grcslnds of its likely
reliability and neoessity for the hearsay sta-t
to be admitted.

cxceptia-s,

The Federal cdle contains 27 specific exceptians and two

6.6

generalexceptionS.

TheseareamangEdbyreferencetowh2therthe

declarant is available, the majority applying a t h e r or not the
declarant is available. Each of the categories is qualified by
detailed criteria a d in sane cases by procedural ocrditions. The
erroeptions, in outlin2 are as follows.

-ems

6.7

where availability of declarant imMterial (Rule

aw)
(1) stalmmts d e s a i b i q a sense jnpressicn;
( 2 ) accitedutterance;

(3) statements as to existing mental emotional or physical
caylition;

( 4 ) statanmts for the

of medical diagnosis;
(5) recorded remll€ctim, ll&e cr adcpted by the declarant wiw
the matter was fresh in his lmn3I-y;
( 6 ) records of m a r l y corducted activity, e.g. made in the
ozurse of a regularly a d m t d busimss activity;
( 7 ) absence of such a recard as m t i d in ( 6 ) akm;
( 8 ) public r e a d s and reports;
plrpases
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( 9 ) records of v i t a l s t a t i s t i c s , e.g. of b i r t h s , deaths or
m m i q p s lTecords or data ampilatias i n any f m i f made to a
plblic offioe aooordirg to law;

(10) abservz of a public reuxd;
(11)reaxds of religious cnganisations;

(12) marriage and similar c e r t i f i c a t e s made by an authorised
F-=n:

(13) family reocnds:
(14) lerrnrds of doannnts aff-

an interest in ;

(15) staterents i n doaments a f f e c t i q an interest in property;
(16) staterents in d e n t

da=lpnents;

(17) e
t reports and ormnerclal
*
plblicatcxls;
(18) learned treatises:

or family history;
(19) lepltation ccmemhg
(20) repltaticplccmemhg bxdaries or general history;
(21) repltatial as to w:
(22) j-t
of praricxls cccR7IctlQI:

(23) j w t as to p r a n a l family or gsm=ral history;
( 2 4 ) o t h e r exceptions w i t h equivalent g u a r a n t e e s of

Unavailability

6.8

Rule 804 defines unavailability i n a way which applies

uniformly t o a l l t h e recognised exceptions,

and lists f i v e

circumstances i n which a hearsay statement is admissible i f the
declarant is unavailable.
fran givhq evi-

on

!RE definition OO(RIS pxscns who are exempt

* gram%

of privilege, or who refuse to

testify,orwhotestifythattheycanmt~,orwhoareunableto

be present due to death, or physical or mental illmss or infirmi-,

or

w h c 6 e attendanz could rot be secured.

6.9

"he issue as to whether mnsideratims of r e l i a b i l i t y or

unavailability p & M

sufficient justification for a d m i t t i q hearsay
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evideme was a matter of particular -1m3nxsy.~ w definition of
"unavailability" eventually akptd was mrre restrickcl than the bb3e.I

code had recame&&.
'Ityo p u p s of recognised exceptions were
devised: the first where the availability of the declarant was
inpnaterial and the second where the hearsay statement was only
admissible if the declarant was unavailable. T k first g n x cormqxd
~
to*
based on reliability as the prjustificaticn, the
seam3 to cases w the exceptiQl is burn of neoessity.

6.10
The five exceptions in the grcup d e p r d'u q on UMVailability
(urder Rule 804(b)) are
(1) farmer iEstbxy,
( 2 ) statements under belief of h p f x x.t q death,
(3) staten3nts ?@nst
(4) staten3nt.s of €-==rial or family hisbxy and
( 5 ) other exceptions having equivalent guarantees of

.-

The two generdl -ens menticned atma=, in W e 803(24)
ami Rule 804(b)(5), did W come fran the oorrmon law but were new
pmvisions devised to &le
cmrts to hear eviof a hearsay

6.11

nature w h i c h had not previcusly hem reoognised by cmrts but whi&
could claim to be justified on gmunds both of reliability and
necessity. They are in similar tenns. Rule 803(24)provides
€HcqYtim.
A statement not

specifically covered by any of the foregoing
exceptions but having equivalent circumstantial guarantees of
,if the murt detennims that

3.

'ck cp. cit., para. 326, page 916; R. 0.
and S. A. saltzberg, A Modem z\Fproach toEvidenoe, (2nd
ed., 1983), pp. 499, 500.
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(A) the statment is offered

as e v i m of a m a t e r i a l fact;

(B) the statment is nure p r c h t i ~
cn the point for which it

is offered than any
pramre thragh -le

evidence whj&
efforts; and

Otbr

th2

plqxnent can

( C ) the generdl plrposes of these rules and the intaxsts of
justice w i l l best be served by admissicn of the sta-t
int~~

evidence.
-,
a statenent may not be admitted under t h i s exception
unless the proponent of it makes known to the adverse party
sufficiently in advance of the .trial on: k a r i r g to pmvide the
adverse party w i t h a f a i r q p x t u m'ty to prepare to meet it, his
intention t o o f f e r the statement and the p a r t i c u l a r s of it,
inclthe m and address of I3-edeclarant."

6.12

The Code maintains an important r o l e f o r t h e court i n

determining whether the requirements of the hearsay exceptions
ccmtai~& in Rules 803 and 804 are satisfied. It reinforces the role
of judicial discretion whilst Enovidirg a k-f

of @dame to

azlurts as to how to int.eIp-et the d i s x e t i c n allowed to then, and

assistaryz to p r a c t i t i m in infolming tbem of the grands cn which

to aque for dmissibiliw. zb-der Rule 403

"(1) l'h ju@
m y in his discreticn exclude evii f he finds
that its probative value is outweighed by the r i s k that its
~ s s i c will
n
( a ) neoessitate

U&E

omsmgsb*mof time, or

(b) create substantial danger of undue prejudice or of
or of mislea3ng the j u q , or

unfusixq the issues

(c) unfairly surprise a party who has not had reaxnable
be offered."

grand to anticipte that such e v i m waild

6.13
-f

The Rules concerning hearsay evidence a r e not e n t i r e l y
'

withinthzFederal.

Notcnlydoes~~haveto

satisfy the ccnditions of the code as regards its hearsay rules, but it
must also canply with any other provisions of the Code t h a t are
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it must ix= a ~ l yauthenticated, 5
lneet % cnx~ticns
of the original writing m e . 6 here must also
be sufficient eviderrz that the declarant had ExXsmal krmledge of the
relevant e.g.,

it m s t ix= relevant,'

matter aserted in the hearsay statenent.7

6.14

W e cdle makes an -rn

far -le

ar m l t i p l e hearsay i f

both the original and t k included hearsay f a l l w i t h i n remgll'sed
l
exoeptions.8 It provides that evias to the credibility of a
w i m w k e e harsay statement has been a d n i t t d is admissible to the
s a e extent as i f the w

6.15

A

i

m had given testimary.9

particular feature of hamay l a w i n Canada has been the
cart in res v. venmx.10 ~n

effect of the decisirn of the

that case the plaintiff

sought to prove that a hospital doctor's

decisicll on a medical treatmmt matter had been qligent. He put in
evidence certam
'
ncrtesmadebythenurseswbhadattendedhim.
The
clefridant cbjectea to the use of the rvJtes as hearsay evi-.
The

4.

m e 401.

5.

me

901.

6. Ehile 1002.
7- me 602.

8- me 805.
9.

me 806.

lo. Cl9701 S.C.R.

608; 14 D.L.R.
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(3)
4.

Suprene court, upbldirg the t r i a l jUage wlm arfnitted the m t ~ stated
~ ,
that as thenurses w b had m x k the mtes w x e present at trial ard
thmgh mt called, t2d.r mtes met the test
available to give evi-,

of trustworthiness and were c o r r e c t l y admitted in evidence.
The
Supreme colnt referred to the mimrity v i e w in Myers v. D.P.P.ll that
the m i e s and sccpe of the a
to the tearsay rule were &
clm ard that the oourts had a disxetim to a p a d them, @ding
the necessaryconditions and
CWairEd.

-

It has kea^ suggested that the effect of the
decision is
6.16
not clear.12 It does not give guidanoe a s t o the c o n d i t i m s or
ciramstanoes it had i n m i d w h i c h d
d justify the creation of ~l&v
exoeptions. In particular, it is rrrt clear
the decision is
confined to medicdL nxxuds or i f it has a wider ard mre pd.
applicaticn.

6.17

S e v w d PXWU%XS
'
have m d i f i e d the kersay rule by statute

a n d t h e p a t t e r n of t h e f i r s t s t a t u t o r y e x c e p t i o n s resembles
developnene i n Etgland ard wales a s i r g € x e p t i a for certain

dor=urrpntary records ard, f o l l a c i q the decision i n Iyluers, on tusiness
rea>rds. such legislation is e p i t a n i s d by section 35 f the Evidare
(On-io)
Pct 1970, w h i h is similar to the Evidence P C l 1938 (E-glad
and W a l e s ) , tbugh it applies to both civil and criminal proceeding.

6.18

There have been two major su~veysof the l a w of evidexe:

first by the Law Reform conmulssion in 1975 and secondly by the
Federdl/provincial Task Fore cn the W f m Rules of Eviderrz in 1982

~

ll. [1965] A.C.

1001 (H.L.)(per rends JXxxwan ard -1.

S. A. Schiff, E3iin the
ed., 1983). p ~ 361-362.
.
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IdtiptiCCl

process ( M

("theT a s k F o r d ' ) . Bath bodies wide recarmerdations w i t M n an averall
of whidl have been inpllenented.

codification exercise, nei-

6.19

in 1975.

The Law Refarm Canissi.cn plblishea a prcqosd Evidenoe code
Its prcposdLs were particularly

c m p l d t y of the hearsay rule.

It

stnuld be maintained, that haarsay M

to reduce the
that the aclmionary rule
d be defand a list of

excepticx'?s reo3gnised bu statuti=. It pmposed that the code sharld be
liberally ocnstrued and that matters mt cxxerd skuld be determined
in the light of reasn and eqe.rieme.13

6.20

The later T a s k Faroe

reoampl.ded

against rep1-t

of the

annrn l a w a d its €xceptials by an exhaustive code, but aaoptsa the

Law Reform Cannissim's reoarm;.ndaticns as to the retentim of the

exclusionary r u l e .

T h e s e recommendations have not y e t been

inpl€lR=nted, t b g h they were aocepted by the uniform Law

and farmed the basis for a draft Uniform Wdexe

c u l f m

Act (referred

to as

the Canada Evi&rce B i l l 1982).

Unavailability

As i n the Unit& States, dose mnsideraticn was given to the
questim of the availability of a witness w b s e barsay statement was
sought to be put i n evidence.
The T a s k Force cam to a similar
anzlusicn that whilst availability was relevant to . i'n -=mi-,
it was less of a critericn than consideratians of necessity and likely
reliability. The grounls of unavailability in the CaMda EVidexe B i l l
1982 resemble thDse aaCptea u t f h the FederdL code arrl reflect a more
cautious attitude than had earlier been remrmended. The M x k l code
( f o r t h e U.S.) and t h e Law Reform Commission ( f o r Canada) had
recQrmpded that cxnsideraticns of the importanz of the issue and the
6.21
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=€=-==and'erce of s3xJriIq direct oral evidenoe might be
taken into wnsideration when deciding whether a declarant was
unavailable. These
m rrrt aMepted in the final
versions of the codes.

6.22
prceptance of t h greater value of first-hard rather than
multiple barsay can be seen in the Task Fame's recormendation that in
cases where admissibility depended on the unavailability of the
witness, a l l y first-hand hamay was allawed.

Judicial Diszreticn

6.23
The Canada Evidence Bill 1982 reflects the decisicn in
ackncwlledgirg the courts' general d i s a e t i o n to &nit ha3rsay.

by

...

"A axrt may create an excepticll
that is nCrt specifically
provided for by (the Canada Eviderrz Bill) if the criteria for the

exception sufficiently guarantee the trustworthiness of the
statement.w14

6.24

The draft legislation also reflects the Task Force's

remrmenlation that there ShaiLd be M disxeticn to exclude dmissible

hearsay (unlike the Ferkxd &de) a d it qualifies the parties' right
to waiva o b j d to hearsay by a M i q atof the cmrt's

cxxEent.15
6.25

The T a s k Force did not recomnend that there should be a

gee.&.
statutory requirement of mtioe, thxgh it urged all prwinces
to ansick ways in w h i c h the
of surprise muld be minimised.
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Most S t a t e s have enacted Evidence Acts supplementing or
COmmoIl l a w exceptions t o t h e hearsay rule.16
S t a t u t o r y . in-tian
has caxentrated an exceptions r e l a t i n g t o
dccum-ltary hearsay, and in
StataEntS Tecorded in other
physical forms, such as cn a m p u t e r s or microfilm. Sw=h legislaticn is
M
y similar to that contained i n &ion
1, Widenus Act 1938
together with elerrents similar to ihzse ani n the civil Evidenz
6.26

replacing certain

-

k t 1968 as regards records, w i t h

ref-t

to the scope of

reczzds.

6.27
partiJ==tlY,

Most reform a t S t a t e level has cancentrated on resolving

pmblens by the creaticn of naw limit& e x q t i m s.

m

-,
m3'an Law Reform Carmissim have plbliskd
two x-epXk3 cnevideIn3 in Federal casts am3oxlrtsexercisirg federal
jurisclictian.17
he propo~alsapply t o both c i v i l and criminal
, -g

and the carmissim hope t h a t the draft hridenz B i l l w i l l

be used as a m&l by the States and Territories.

6.28

that the exclusionary rule be

The camulssion

retaiwd and t h a t hearsay should be defined.

F i r s t hand hearsay

16. For a statement of t h e common l a w and s t a t u t o r y
exceptim, s8e P. G i l l e s , Law of E v i d e r ~ =in Austxalia,
(1987) chapters 20-21.
17. A u s t r a l i a n Law R e f o r m Commission No.26 Evidence
(Interim), (1985) and A.L.R.C. No.38 hridenoe, (1987)
(wim draft B i l l ) .
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( m e a n i q rep-esmtatims by persans basd on perscndL kmmledge) d

d

.

be dmissible in c i v i l

theof a first-hand
is unavailable, his statEswnt w i l l not be exclif
m c e has been given to the other side. W the maker is available,
a f i r s t - h d hearsay statetent w i l l be m i b l e i f it vnild cause
uxhe
or Way or wxld not be reascnahly l
e
to call
the lMker of the statement, ht ncrtioe rmst be g i m to the crther side
and cbjectim may be taken.
hearsay statetent

6.29

As regards --hand

recnrmerded that the rule M
Nsnber of ca-ries

ChDSen

or

ll~lferenrote

hearsay, the carmission

d not to be relaxed except i n a l i m i t e d

cn the basis of r e l i a b i l i t y and necessity

( r e l a t i n g t o business records, contents of tags, labels etc and
r e p u t a t i o n a s t o c e r t a i n matters). The Commission recommended
safeguards:thecarrtddhavethe ~todirectthatwitnessesbe
called and d0C;uments produced w h e r e hearsay evidence w a s led, a d
evias to credibility wxld also be a&issible.18

6.30

that juiicial disaeticn s k u l d be

The Cannissicn

l i m i t e d i n tbe interests of certain
' ty, but incoIporated a general

discretial (applying to both civil and criminal p J x E &* q s )to&&
evi-.
"where the prcbative valus of e v i w is substantially m g h d
by the danger of unfair prejudice or ccnfusl
.alor the danger that
the eVi&me m i g h t mislead or cause or result in uIX3l.e w a s t e of
time, the court may refuse to admit the evidenoe. It19

6.31
The Pkw Sauth W a l e s Law Reform Cannissicn has amepted ( w i t h
minor changes) t h e reccnnrendations of the Australian Law Reform

18-Australian Law Reform Commission, R e p o r t N o .

Evidenz, (1987) paras. 127-132 ard 142-147.
19-Clause 117.
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38,

basis for state legislatim.m
cne of the
wastorecamEdthein'on of an in3.usicnar-y discretim, w h i c h
a m r t s caild exercise wfiere they folrrd
to be reascnable gxm-d.-s,
in tbe light of a l l of the circunstanzs, to believe that the &&re
was sufficiently reliable to be d m i t t e d .
comrissim as

6.32

'Ihe anmn law d u s i a - a q rule against hearsay still applies

zeal&,

and the pattjern of Statutoq inte?3ention has been
jurisdictions, in that the f i r s t legislatim
dealt with the a-eaticn of m specific excqlticns to meet particular
Ed.3 i n the area of doarmentary
T k Evidenz AnEN3mmt kt
1945 was the f i r s t m a j o r statutory intervention. It is clcsely similar
to tbe Evidenz pct 1938 (-land
Wales), repn%xg
. s3Ztia-ll
(documentary records, unavailability of witness) and section 2
(guidance as to might).
in New

s W a r to that i n

*

-.

6.33
& to &dress i n partiaiiar the issues of adhnissibility
of oral hearsay and CpMm Widence, and the effect of the
case
inpreddirg further judicial ckvel-t
of acqlticns Fnonpted the
Tork3 and General Iaw r a e f a r m carmittee R e p r t m Hearsay hridenz i n
1967. Its reoormendations influencsd the Evidervz mendment ( m . 2 ) A&
1980 valid exterds to both c i v i l a d criminal

e
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Evidence AnEdnEnt (No.2) Act 1980

6.34

The Act does mt de€*

preserves the

comnxl law positicn

.

hearsay or codify its
.
It
and ather statutory eaccqt3a-s to the

oxnm~l a w rule.

6.35
As regards the af3nissibility of m t a y hearsay evidenz
i n civil F 3 x s & q s ,theActprovi&sthatanystatmEIItbyaperson
made i n a dccment a d t e d i q to establish a fact or c p h i c n i n issue
is admissible i f certam
*
a z d i t i c n s are satisfied.
T k s e arditicns
are that the maker of the Stat€m=nt had perscndl IuYml*
of the
matterandis. able (as defined in the A c t ) and that umlw delay
or expense WaiLd be causal by c b t a h i q dixezt oral evidmce, or that
the document containing the statement is a business record made
plrsuant to a duty arii r e l a t i q to the bu~iness.21

6.36
'Ihe acanissibility of oral hearsay is govwmxl by sectioll7.
oral hearsay statement is admissible as evidence of the facts

An

asserted i f the maker of the stat€m=nt has perscndl IuYmledge of the
matters dealt with in the statement and is unavailable t o give
eViderr=e.

!lW.re is dismeticn to

6.37

af3nissible evi-

in j q

trials if

"the prejdicial effect of the &nissiOn of the statswnt would
cutweigh its probative value, or i f , for any other
the court
is satisfied that it is mt m e s s a L J o r q E d i e n t i n t h e i n ~
of justie t o admit the statmEIIt.
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6.38
O r a l or c k a x ~ ~ ~ t a
barsay
zy
of f a 3 or opinicn is aanissible
by axsent of the parties and the Act gives similar guiaanZ as to the
weight to be armrded to hearsay to that antailEd in the Evidenoe Act
1938.

6.39

t (M.2) Act 1980 is ~yxlr
It suggests five
cptions f m refom: miKlr clarificatial of the 1980 Act, inclding in
particular clarification of the meaning of unavailability; full
revision of the Act, dealing with issues such as the danger of
mnufaztured evidence in civil
, a%issibilityof first-hand
eviW the maker is mamilable and w i & n i q the mteqries of
*
toaspectsofthe
aanissible secand-hand hearsay; revisicn exten%q
rule presently dealt with by other specific statutes (e.g. public
dmments) and urder oomoll law; a unpmknsive review of the rule
against hearsay, imJ.udiq such issues as the definition of tearsay and
distk%ions between it ard res gestae, anfessions and &nissim, and
the need for a residual discretion to admit heacsay wideme; or
ahaliticn of the rule in c i v i l
Consultatioll is still
ontinuing cn this review.

w

The woljdrg of the Evi-

revi&u by the N&U

m

~ a wc a m c i s s i c n . ~

.

Ihe-tLaw

6.40

T h e r e has been less statutory developnent of t k rule in

23. New Zealand Law camlission, Preliminary Paper No.10,
Hearsay Evidenz ( J m 1989).
,
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Ireland than i n other jurisdictions.

-

Ireland does not have an

equivalent t o the Evidence Fct 1938 but there are many statutory
prcnrisicns mea-

m c n s for p r t k d a r

sucfi as bankers
ad
to seferenzs
M, the resisters of births, deaths and Illarriages,
ts and Acts of Farliawnt mtiaEd in 0cn.traCts for
*deeds,
the saleof lad.
E
IC
O
&
I

As w i t h other jurisdicticns, the rule q a i n s t hearsay does mt

6.41

w l y to administrative trikunals wh33= the strict rules of evidence do
apply.

6.42

The

w h i c h -ed

taw

F
S
f
m carmissim issued a W x - k i q Paper

i n 19@

reform of the rule i n c i v i l prcceedixqs.

The

Cannissicn was of the view that as a gezxral rule facts i n issue wexe
best

ascertarned
'
by the viva

~

c

examinaticn
e
of w i t n e s s e s having

personal knowledge of t h e matter.

I t considered t h a t a r i g i d

exclusicnary rule was umksirable, but that karsay s k d d a n t i m e to
be excluded wfiere the witness is available to give evidrxce.
'Ihe
Canrcissicn f o l l a e d up its 1980 paper by isa &prt in 1988
a m f i r m i n g its ?x!mm3&-25.
Repent

6.43

Neither t h 1980 Paper rn the 1988

hrme as y e t been in@--.

In the draft legislatim reoarmended by the camulssicn the

exdLusioMIy rule is retained as a statmrmt of principle, kut large
-ens to the rule are created by prodthat hearsay is to be
admissible i f the witness is unavailable, i f other p a r t i e s a r e
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notified, and if the statement is proved by the best available
evi-.
The axlrt is given a disuetim to exdu% hearsay if it is
of insufficient probative value or if its admission would operate
unfairly against any party. No distimtkn is drawn between first-hand
a d nultiple harsay. specific provisions were reumnended m i r g
the admissibility of particular categories of statements imAuding
prior inccnsistent statemnts, wirefreshirg memory, business
and administrative reoords and admissions against interest. The
Cannissim leoompl-ded that l3-e cut of CUD% statemnts of children Wix3
are not -tent
to give a7idenoe sharld lmt be ahissible.

6.44
An analysis of the Civil Evidence (Scotland) Act 1988 is
anin part IV of th= papr. By section 2 the exdLusicnary nile
against hearsay has been abolished. Both first-hand and multiple
hearsay are mwed as are represntations both of fact and opinim
w h e t k r oral or documentary or otherwise. T h e one element of the
exclusionary rule which is retained is the inadmissibility of
preagniticns for all plrposes: apart fran this all previous StdtenEnts
are arhissible as evidenoe both of the facts stat& andmay be used on
the issue of the m i i l i t y of the wi.tness.26 aemntary safeguards
are prwided in sectim 4 by al1lXiI-g
evito be led.
the
manner
in
which
business
ckaJWZIts
are to
Clarification is given of
be authenticated ad
ad as to the use of uzpy cka~~~1tatim.27
Fmvisim is mde m
i
q evithat a statewnt is not antair&
in business recolds.28
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-

rvst make Specific refereryz to tk?
in
for
which oourts sbarld weigh karsay, and then= are M special rules
conplter -ted
remrds. 'Rxxe is rn tof notificaticn of
the i n t a t i o n to addue hearsay and courts have M discreticn to
exdLude ar delay aamissibility of s u d ~
evidetrz. % refm applies to
virtually a l l c i v i l c a r t s and t r i h n 3 l . S .
6.45

The Act does

6.46

The l a w in Northern Ireland resembles the position w h i c h

existed i n mgard and w a l e s w k n th3 hridervz kt 1938 w a s in force i n

a l l caurts, w i t h sane mre recent refinenents aa3ng n&u statutmy
errceptions. First hand dmmx~taqkarsay is actnissible subject to
restrictive ccrditions by virtue of

E k i w Act (NI) 1939, and

C i v i l Evidervz Act (NI) 1971 makes a limited c
a
-

of seccnd-hand

docrrmentaty karsay m s s i b l e , namely recoI.ds colpiled tm%ir a duty
and supplied by a
w i t h perscndL krxxle@ of t h infomatim,
and aquterised TeooTds. !l'kre are natificaticn t
s
i n the
1971 Act and t k court has an inclusionary disxeticn.

6.47

The rule against hearsay i n c i v i l

-

is-review
Ireland w h i c h has
recently issued a Discussion Paper.29
The criteria used by the
comcitte to test the present law ard r e f o r m pnposals were sinplicity,
certainty, ecfxxmy of cost and fairness to the parties. These are
by the Law Reform Fdviscay carmittee for

*

applied to f i v e options for reform. O f these five, four are not

29- Hearsay Evidence i n
paperm. 1.

civil procec
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*

I

, (1990) Discussicn

favoured by the Committee: retention of the present law,
?A5Inalisaticn of the existilq
, refam a l a q the lines of
anrent English law ard outright abollticn of t f i e rule.

6.48

The e c n preferxed by ITe Cannittee is abliticn of the rule

subject to safeguards. The safquards they onrsidered necessary m

courts' prefemme for use of the best evidenz
ad for dkcect oral evi&ere the wiwas available. This
tky midered was similar to the reasmiq urx3xlyh-g the
reonrr~rdedby the s c o t t i ~ h~awcormissicn30
the Irish ~ a ww
o
r
m
carmissicn31
he ccmnittee's p r q c e l s d~ not favour notification
requirements but sxggest that the aim of amisurprise at trial
OJiLd be achieved by powers of d j m t .
aimed at bolsteriq the

6.49

Tl-e paper d i s q p m v e s of the appmach inplanmted in the C i v i l

Eviderce (smtlana)A c t 1988 on the grolnds that it does not pruvide
safeguards ard in particular does not safeguard the best evi-

rule
ad the right to cress-. It is of the view that tbre is a
fudamntal primiple that a party is entitled to insist c n use of the
best reas~nablyami1abl.e eviciexe
su~h
eviis in displte32
anlthattheimpartanz of (~cosseximiMtiQI
in elicit2.q the truth
ought to be Saf-33.

6.50

Consultation is still in progress on the Committee's

-s-

30- scat. Law Can. No. 100, 1986,

not

w1-W

in

*waythey-.

31-

paper ~0.9 - 1980, a w Rule agaast marsay
in Civil Cases (E25, 1988), not yet inp16nent.d.

32* Disassicn Paper para 5.40.

Disassicn Paper, para. 4.19.
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